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ABSTRACT

This thesis develops full wave analysis techniques formultilayerprinted ffansmission lines

and antennas and investigates bandwidth enhancement techniques for printed antennas.

hitially, general solutions in space and specfral domains for the electromagnetic boundary

value problem of multilayer dielectrics are presented in the form of vectorial auxiliary po-

tential functions to form the theoretical basis for the entire thesis. Then, a space domain

full wave technique is developed for open printed transmission lines, which can give full
wave results for structures of finite width dielectrics. Numerical examples on single and

coupled microstrip lines of finite width dielectrics are presented.

For the spectral domain solution, initially, a network approach is developed to evaluate

spectral domain Green's functions of arbitrarily directed electricimagnetic currents in mul-
tilayer dielectric structures. It reduces avery lengthy derivation process into a simple and

systematic procedure. Results for single layer grounded dielectrics supporting both electric
and magnetic currents are presented to validate the approach.

A unified spectral domain full wave technique is then presented for printed antennas with
multilayer dielectrics. It can treat different feeding structures and radiating elements of ar-

bitrary shape geometries. New formulations for quick evaluation of far field radiation pat-

terns are also developed.

As an application example, aperture coupled microstrip antennas of various coupling aper-

tures and radiating elements arc analyzed. Results are presented to discuss the effects of
structural parameters.

Several techniques are proposed to enhance bandwidth performance of printed antennas.

Subarrays of coplanar or stacked parasitic elements can widen bandwidth and increase di-
rectivity. Slotted patch can achieve dual-frequency operations with only a single patch and

single feed. Techniques for achieving multi-frequency operations are also presented.

Finally, a concluding remark is presented to outline the future work in this area.
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Chapter I TNTRoDUCTIoN

L.L Motivation and Objective of the Thesis

The technology of microwave and monolithic integrated circuits has experienced impres-

sive advances in recent yea.rs. It has enabled implementation of many new devices and nu-

merous printed circuit systems have been developed for various applications. However,

once fabricated, It is generally diffîcult, if not impossible, to adjust the performance of

monolithic integrated circuits. Their design must be accurate which is usually handled ana-

lytically using the CAD techniques. Since the effectiveness and accuracy of a CAD tool

is largely based on the analysis techniques implemented in the computerprogram, an accu-

rate and fast analysis process is very important to the successful design and fabrication of

microwave and monolithic integrated circuit systems.

Printed transmission lines and antennas are two basic passive components in microwave

and monolithic integrated circuits, and there have been constant efforts for developing ef-

fective and accurate analysis techniques for them. Most studies on printed transmission

lines involve enclosed structures, or open structures with dielectrics extending to infinity

in two dimensions. Publications addressing finite dielectric widths are very limited and ad-

dress only some quasi-static problems of open planar transmission lines of finite wide di-

electics. In addition, existing work on printed antennas are mainly on structures with

single or two layers. However, in practical applications, the open planar transmission lines

have only finite wide dielectrics and increasing number of dielectric layers are used in



printed antennas to enhance their performances or fuHill different requirements . Arealiza-

tion of such kinds of needs for both multilayer planar ffansmission lines and printed anten-

nas initiated the theoretical part of research in this thesis.

On the other hand, research on performance enhancement technique has always been very

active due to limitations in electrical performance of printed antennas, such as the na:row

bandwidth, and low directivity of the element. In this research, several performance en-

hancement techniques are developed to widen the bandwidth and/or increase directivity

of microsffip antennas.

1.2 Printed Thansmission Lines

Printed tansmission lines are composed of several conducting plates and either enclosed

or open dielectric layers. They cannot support the TEM wave modes due to the presence

of inhomogeneous dielectrics. The basic printed ftansmission line is the microstrip line as

shown in Fig. 1 . 1 . There are also some other kind of structures, such as the slot line, coplanar

waveguide, and fin-line in the enclosed structure.

(a) enclosed structure (b) open structure

Fig.1.1. Enclosed and open microstrip lines



1.3 Printed Antennas

The concept of microstrip radiators was flrst proposed in 1953[1], almost at the same time

as the microstrip lines. But, practical antennas were not developed until early 1970'sl2l,[3]

when they are used as conformal antennas on missiles and aircrafts, where the conformal

antennas were needed. Since then, research on microsfrip antennas has been growing rapid-

ly with thousands of papers being published in this area and progress made both theoretical-

ly and experimentally. Several books and a special issue of IEEE transaction were pub-

lished in early 1980's[4]-[6] and a handbook[7] on microstrip antennas was also written

which includes most of the developments by international community of printed antenna

specialists before 1990.

L.3.1- Basic performance and features

The basic configuration of a microstrip antenna is shown inFig.l.2a. It is composed of

three parts, the dielectric substrate with a ground plane, printed radiating elements which

may be conductors printed on the dielectric or slots on the ground plane, and the feeding

structure which may be coaxial probe or printed transmission lines. It radiates a relatively

broad beam broadside to the plane of the subsfate as shown in Fig.1.2b.

It is obvious from Fig.l.2a that microstrip antennas have features of low-profile, low-

weight, low-cost, easy of integration into arrays or with microwave integrated circuits, and

conformal to curved surfaces. They are therefore, utilized both in civilian and military

applications. However, as compared with other microwave antennas, microstrip antennas

have a number of major electrical weakness, such as n¿urow bandwidth, spurious feed radi-

ation, poor polarization purity and limited power capacity. And, these disadvantages have



restricted their applications. Consequently, in the past few years, much research work, both

theoretically and experimentally, have been done to overcome these disadvantages of mi-

crostrip antennas.

Ground Plane

Radiating Element

feeding
lectric Substrate

(a) basic configuration

E-plane

H-plane

(b) typical radiation pattern

Fig.l.Z. A microstrip antenna and its radiation pattern
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L.3.2 Various radiating elements

The radiating element in a printed antenna can be a printed conducting patch or printed slot

with various shapes. Some typical, but not all, shapes of printed antennas are shown in

Fig. 1 .3. They are also many modifîcations to these basic shapes which can be found in t7l.

(a) rectangle (b) triangle (c) dipole

(d) disk (e) ring (f) rectangular loop

Fig.1.3. Some basic radiating elements of printed antennas

1.3.3 Multilayer dielectric structures

Conventionally, printed antennas a¡e fabricated in one or two dielectric layers. Recently,

more and more multilayer dielectric structures are used to achieve high performance anten-

nas or to fulfil structural requirements. For example, a number of microstrip antenna disad-

vantages can be overcome by stacking several antennas of different sizes to form multi-re-

sonance structures. By using multilayer dielectric structures, the antennas and feeding

structures can be stacked to save space of the entire system.

ffi



L.3.4 Various feeding techniques

Printed antennas can be fed either directly by connecting them with feedlines, including

the coaxial probe feeding and microstrip line feeding, or, through electromagnetically

coupled feedlines, including the gap coupled microstrip line feeding, proximity coupled

microsffip line feeding, and aperture coupled microsftip line feeding(Fig.1.a). These tech-

niques can be used individually or simultaneously in an array, and each one has advantages

and disadvantages. Features of these feeding techniques are summarized below.

(1) Coaxial probe feeding

In the coaxial probe feeding(Fig .1.4a)[6], the probe is soldered directly to the patch, or us-

ing some modifications, such as the capacitance gap[8] or ring[9] between the probe and

the patch. The input impedance can be adjusted by changing the position of the probe. This

coaxial cable lies behind the ground plane and do not contribute to the radiation. Only the

vertical probe itself may produce spurious radiation. However, this structure suffers from

the complexity of mechanical connections, especially in a large array, and the asymmetry

of the feed may cause higher cross polarizations and sidelobe levels.

(2) Direct connected microstrip line feeding

In this structure(Fig.l.4b), the microstrip antenna is connected directly to the microstip

feedlinef4][5]. This is a very simple structure for integration of the antenna and feedline.

The input impedance can be adjusted by changing the feeding position. But, the feedline

will produce spurious radiation that affects the antenna polarization and sidelobes. This

method also is not suitable for direct integration of radiating elements and active devices.



The circuit and antenna requirements often conflict and their mutual coupling deteriorate

the performance. In a large attay,it can be used in conjunction with other techniques to sim-

plify the feeding network. The notched feeding structure[ 1 0] [ 1 1] is one of its modifìca-

tions. Again, the asymmetry of the feed may affectthe cross polarization and sidelobe level.

(3) Gap coupled microstrip line feeding

The gap coupled microstrip line feeding(Fig.1.ac)[4],[5] may be considered as a modifica-

tion to the direct microsffip line feeding. It provides isolation for the direct currents be-

tween the feedline and radiating element. Therefore, it is suitable for mounting of the active

elements between the antenna and feedline. It has almost the all advantages of the direct

microstrip line feed, except it suffers from some restriction on the feeding position. It also

suffers from disadvantages of the direct microstrip line feeding and the feedline and gap

discontinuity produces spurious radiation. The asymmetry of the feeding may deteriorate

the cross polarization and sidelobe level. It is also difficutt sometime to make compensa-

tion between the circuit and antenna requirements. One extension of such a feeding struc-

ture is that of using one patch to feed another patch through elecfromagnetic coupling

which leads to a kind of subarray composed of coplanar parasitic elements.

(4) Proximity coupled microstrip line feeding

As in the previous feeding structure, the proximity coupled microstrip line feed-

ingffig.l.4d)t121 also provides isolation for direct currents between the feedline and ra-

diating elements. The feedline is fabricated on the lower dielectric and the radiating ele-

ment is on the upper one which can increase its bandwidth. The input impedance can be

adjusted by changing the position and/or the extension of the feedline. The different re-

quirements of antenna and circuit can be both fulfilled quite well. It posses other advan-



tages and disadvant¿ges similar to the gap coupled and direct connected microstrip line

feeds. But the contribution from the spurious radiation of the feedline may be smaller be-

cause it is on the lower substrate. However, the twin layer structure increases the mutual

coupling between elements in the anay. Again, the concept of proximity coupled feeding

has been extended to stacked microstrip antennas where apatch, or several patches, at an

upper dielectric layer is fed by another patch on the lower dielectric layer.

(5) Aperture coupled microstrip line feeding

Microsfrip radiating elements can also be fed by microsfrip lines through a coupling aper-

ture on the ground plane(Fig.l.4e)t131. In this structure, the feedline and radiating ele-

ments are isolated somewhat by the ground plane which allows different subsftates to be

used in each side, suitable for both antenna and microwave integrated circuits. Also, the

size and position of the coupling aperture provides more freedoms in the design. The elec-

trically small coupling apertureensures avery smallbackwardradiation. However, thenar-

row bandwidth of the coupling aperture makes the antenna bandwidth narrower than that

of other microsfrip antenna fypes.



microsfrip

ground plane

coaxial connector

(a) coaxial probe feeding

(b) direct connected feeding

(c) gap coupled feeding

(d) proximity coupled feeding

(e) aperture coupled feeding

microstrip antennas.
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microstrip

Fig.1.4. Feeding techniques for



1.4 Arrangement of the Thesis

In Chapter 2, a unified auxiliary potential function theory is presented for the open struc-

tures with inhomogeneous dielectrics. In preparation for the analysis of microstrip lines

and antennas, the problem of stratified dielectric layers is discussed in detail. Then various

analysis techniques for microstrip lines and antennas are reviewed in conjunction with their

advantages and disadvantages.

A space domain full wave technique is developed in Chapter 3 for the analysis of open

printed transmission lines.Initially, a special form of finite difference, the method of line,

is extended to the infinite region and then, the Helmholtz equations in each region are

solved and boundary conditions on the interface of dielectric layers are enforced to obtain

a set of linear algebraic equations. By some matrix manipulation, the wave number and

elecfromagnetic field distributions of printed lines are obtained. This technique is especial-

ly suitable for open structures with finite width dielectrics although it can also be applied

to structure with infinitely wide dielectrics. Numerical results on a single and coupled mi-

crostrip antennas with finite width dielectric and ground plane are presented.

In Chapter 4, a network approach is developed for the evaluating of specfral domain

Green's functions of arbitrarily directed electric/magnetic currents in multilayer dielecfric

structures. By substituting the dielectric layer with an equivalent network and replacing the

electric/magnetic current sources by appropriate electric currenlvoltage generators, the

spectral domain Green's functions can be evaluated very efficiently by using a network ap-

proach. This approach is very suitable for the development of a general computer program

for treating sffuctures of arbifrary number of layers of dielectrics. An example is presented

to compare with results obtained by using a field matching at the layer interface.

10



In Chapter 5, a unified spectral domain technique is develope dto analyze printed antennas

with multilayer dielectrics. By using spectral domain Green's functions, a set of specfral

domain integral equations is obtained. Then, the specfral domain moment method is

applied to enforce the boundary conditions. New formulations are presented for quick eval-

uation of far field radiation patterns. Treatment of various feeding structures are discussed,

and entire domain and subsectional basis functions are employed in the analysis of struc-

tures with regular geometries. For the structure with arbitrary geometries, nodal based ba-

sis functions are also proposed and studied.

In Chapter 6, microstrip antennas fed with aperture coupling are studied in detail. The fea-

tures of aperture coupled microsfrip antennas are discussed with respect to the analysis re-

sults. The effect of various parameters on antenna performances are discussed, and results

for several different patches fed with different coupling apertures are presented.

In Chapter 7, several techniques are proposed to enhance performance of microstrip anten-

nas. Both wideband techniques and multiple frequency operation techniques are described.

Chapter 8 is a conclusion of the thesis. The main contributions of the thesis are summarized

in this chapter and some future work in this area are outlined.
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Chapter 2 THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF OPEN

MULTILAYER DIELECTRIC STRUCTURES

In a homogeneous, linear, isotropic and source free dielectric region, relationships between

the components of harmonic electromagnetic fields are

(2.r)

where E : t6E¡ md þ: þoltr, and a time varying factor d'' isassumed.

The solution of the elecfromagnetic field boundary value problem can be obtained by solv-

ing(2.1) in conjunction with the appropriate boundary conditions and excitation situations.

Usually, the solution procedure can be simplified by intoducing auxiliary potential func-

tions I I 4] [ 1 5], for which two types of vectorial potential functions are used in the literature.

Both are provided here and shown that they are essentially the same. Then the electromag-

netic boundary value problems for the multilayer dielectrics are discussed. In the last sec-

tion, a comparative study of various analysis techniques for microstrip antenna is provided.

2.1 Auxiliary Vectorial Potential Functions

There are mainly two types of auxiliary vectorial potential functions which used in electro-

magnetic field boundary value problems, i.e., the vectorial electric and magnetic poten-

tials, and the Hertzian elecffic and magnetic potentials.

VxE:-jøpH

V.D:O

V x H: jaeE

V.B:0

t2



The definitions for the vectorial electric and magnetic potential functions are[14]1151

H:VxA

E: -ia4¿op{+frot, . o¡

E:-V x tr'

H: - jøeoe,f *3V(V.F)
JØþoþ,

(2.2)

(2.3)

where p, and e, is the relative dielectric constant in the region.

The definitions of the Hertzian electric and magnetic potential functions arell4]tl51

Ë:e;lV x V x Ii"

fl: ¡a,e"Y x fr,

E:-jkov x fI¿
1-H:^VxVxfI¿

fJo

(2.4)

(2.s)

where ko: @ E"% ffid qo: lm .

It is obvious from (2.2>(2.5) that, these two sets of auxiliary vectorial potential functions

can be transformed to each other, and either of them can be used in practical applications.

As a matter of fact, in the analysis of planar transmission lines with finite width dielectrics,

t3



the Hertzian electric and magnetic potential functions are adopted because they give sim-

pler boundary conditions at the truncation of dielectrics. For the spectal domain analysis

of printed antennas, the vectorial electric and magnetic potential functions defined in(2.2)

and (2.3) are used in order to establish analogy between dielectric layers and equivalent

transmission lines.

2,2 Field Theory for Stratified Dielectrics

The sftatified dielectric structure can only support hybrid modes due to the complexity of

the boundary conditions at dielectric interfaces. Consider a dielectric layer as shown in

Fig.2.l. The vectorial electric and magnetic potential functions are assumed as

A: âz Ar(x,!,2)

F: á. Fr(x,l,z)
(2.6)

€ : €oêr

l¿: þoil,

Fig.Z.I. A dielectric layer
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u,:+(*+P)e,
l@t dz-

H,:+(*.Ê)F,
l@þ dz-

and the potential functions satisfy the following equations

then the electromagnetic field components are

YzAr+ t?,+r: o

YzFr+ I?Fr: g
(2.8)

where I? : ø2ep, , 0)2 : fui/l .

The general solutions to (2.8) can be found with some unknown coefficients and A. and

F, are substituted into (2.7) to get the expressions for all electromagnetic field compo-

nents. Those unknown coefficients in the expression of A, and F, canthen be determined

by considering the boundary conditions and exciting situations.

For dielectrics extending to infinity in two dimensions, the elecfromagnetic field boundary

value problem canbe transformedinto the spectral domain bydefining thefollowingFouri-

er ffansform pair,
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O(k,,k,z) : I Il_no,!,2) e-ik*' ¿ik,t ¿*¿, (2.e)

(2.t2)

e(x,y,o:#[l**n o.,kr,z)¿w ltøt dkxdky Q.ro)

which results in

and

u.: *L#-ikr4 ir.:L++jkrÃ,' a¡t ôz

ur:##+ik*F, ¡¡,: J-ç$+Ê)n, (2.n)
' ja[¿ 'ð2"

E,: J-ç{+p)Ã, Ê,:L+-jk*Ã," jøe'ô( '- '--4 -''Y ø¡t ðz

a2Ã.#+ HA.:O
dz-

azr, ^ -*+ IéF":0
dz-

where Ie: Ê -Ê-4 .

It is very easy to obtain the general solutions for Eq.(2.12) with unknown coefficients

which can be determined in a similar way as in the space domain solution.

t6



For a dirac-delø function excitation, analytical expressions can be obtained for the un-

known coefficients of electric and magnetic potential functions. However, for a general ex-

citation, such analytical expressions do not exist. Therefore, the numerical methods are

adopted to get numerical results.

2.3 Theoretical Analysis of Printed Antennas

Many methods have been developed for the analysis of microstrip antennas. These meth-

ods can be divided into two categories of the network models based on the magnetic sur-

face current sources, including the transmission line model, modal expansion cavity model

and the multiport network model; and the integral equation methods based on the surface

or volume electric and magnetic cunents, including the equivalent source method, the

method of Green's functions, and the spectral domain moment method. The network mod-

els are simpler and need less computation, while the integral equation methods are usually

more exact but need more computation efforts. It is also difficult to freat structure with mul-

tilayer dielectrics by using the network models, while no extra effort is needed in the inte-

gral equation methods. In the following sections, a brief description of the principles, ad-

vantages and disadvantages of these methods with representative references are given.

2,3.1 Thansmission line model

Microsnip patch antennas have aphysical structure derived from the microstrip ffansmis-

sion line. Consequently, the transmission line model[l6][17] is the first and most obvious

choice for the analysis. In this model, the microstrip patch element is treated as a line reso-

nator with no transverse field variations. The fields vary along its length and radiation oc-

curs mainly from the fringing fields at the open circuited ends. The radiator may be repre-
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sented as two slots. That is, the microstrip patch is expressed as a transmission line with

two end loaded impedances representing the radiating slots.

The transmission line model is simple both in the analysis and design of rectangular micro-

strip patch antennas. However, it can only be applied to the patch elements with simple and

regular configurations and to thin dielectric substrates due to the fact that it can not take

into account the surface wave effects.

2.3.2 Cavity model

The cavity model[l8] approximates the region between the microstrip patch and its ground

plane by a thin TMz - mode electromagnetic cavity bounded by a magnetic wall along the

edges and two electric walls of the patch and ground plane. The field between the patch

and the ground plane is expanded in terms of a series of cavity resonant modes or eigen-

functions along with their eigenvalues or resonant frequencies associated with the modes.

The radiation effect and other losses are represented in terms of either an artificially in-

creased substrate loss tangent or an impedance boundary condition at the walls. The fields

of the antenna may be assumed to be those of the cavity and used to evaluate the radiation

patterns, radiated power and input admitt¿nce at any feed point.

This model provides a clearphysical explanation of the solution which is especially impor-

tå.nt to control the polarization or to explore wideband techniques for microstrip antennas.

But, it can not take into account the surface wave effect and multilayer effect, and is diffi-

cult to consider the mutual coupling between elements in the array.

2.3.3 Multiport network model

As an extension of the cavity model, the multiport network modelll9] freats electromag-

netic fields underneath the patch and outside separately. The patch itself is modelled as a

18



two dimensional planar network with a multiple number of ports located all around its

edges. Each port represents a small section( the section is small enough so that the fields

over its length may be assumed uniform) of the edge of the patch. The fields outside the

patch(the fringing fields at the edges, the surface wave fields and the radiation field) are

incorporated by adding equivalent edge admittance networks, including radiating edge ad-

mittance networks and non-radiating edge admittance networks, connected to various

edges of the patch. This model can take into account the junction between the feed line and

the patch and can also consider the mutual coupling between two radiating edges.

This model combines the conceptof networktheorywithmicrostrip antennas whichmakes

it possible to use available network analysis and design theories and software in microstrip

antenna analysis and design. But large computation time is needed to treat complex prob-

lems.

2.3,4 Equivalent source method

The equivalent source method[2O] is based on the equivalence principle. Initially, the effect

of the dielectric substrate is represented by equivalent electric and magnetic currents and

a set of integral equations are established by satisfying all the boundary conditions of the

original problem with the equivalent electric and magnetic currents being unknown. The

moment method is then applied to solve these integral equations. This method is accurate

in formulation by considering all boundary conditions.

This method can be applied to various structures with arbitrary patch and dielectric sub-

strate shapes, especially with finite dielectric substrate and ground plane. When it is

applied to the axial symmetic geometries, much computation time and storage can be

saved by expanding thefield distributions in terms of a limitednumberof azimuthal modes
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representing the physical modes of the structure, since microsftip patch antennas are highly

resonant structures. Also, solutions obtained by using this modal expansion have clear

physical meanings. However, huge memory and computation are required when it is

applied to structures with large dielectrics and with no axial symmetry.

2.3.5 Spatial and spectral domain moment methods

The spatial domain moment method[21],L221and spectral domain moment methods[23]

are similar with only a difference that in the first method, calculation is done in the space

domain while in the second method, it is handled in the spectral domain. In both methods,

integral equations with the surface electric current on the patch being unknown are estab-

lishedby using theboundaryconditions onthe surfaceof thepatch. Theeffectof theground

plane and the dielectic substrates are included in the Green's functions. The surface elec-

tric current on the patch is normally determined by using the moment method in the space

or spectral domain.

The spatial domain moment method also establishes relationships between problems with

stratified dielectics and problems in the free space with different Green's functions. How-

ever, itneeds large computation time to evaluate Green's functions. The computation time

can be saved dramatically by using complex image theory to consider the effect of dielec-

r'icsl24l.

The specfral domain moment method can treat microstrip antennas easily for various di-

elecfrics(multi-layer, anisofropic, etc.), arbitrary radiating elements and feeds. And, when

it is applied to microsfrip antenna arrays with infinite number of elements, the formulation

and computation can be simplified significantly. However, it also has large computation

and storage requirements.
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Chapter 3 A SPACE DOMAIN FULL WAVE TECHNIQUE

FOR OPEN PRINTED TRANSMISSION LINES

In this chapter, a space domain full wave approach is developedto analyze open printed

transmission lines. The method of lines, a special type of finite difference technique used

in the analysis of enclosed printed structures, is extended to the printed sffuctures in open

space. This technique can be used to analyzevaÅous open printed lines and is suitable espe-

cially for dielectric subsffates with discontinuities and/or with finite ground planes where

a full wave approach is not available yet. The convergence of the method is examined by

numerical experiments. As application examples, the dispersion characteristics of open

single and coupled microstrip lines with finite dielectric substrates are calculated and com-

pared with the full wave results for structures with infinite width dielectric/conductor and

the available quasi-static results for single microstrip line with finite dielectric in the litera-

ture. The effect of dielectric width on the characteristics is also discussed.

3.1- Outline of Analysis Technique

Open printed transmission lines are widely used in microwave and millimeter wave inte-

grated circuits. Such tansmission lines with continuous and infinite dielectric layers may

be analyzed by many effective methods. Their characteristics have therefore been system-

atically studiedl25]. However, practical structures usually have discontinuities in the di-

electric layers(Fig.3.1a) or use substates of fînite width(Fig.3.1b). Their characreristics

are therefore expected to be differentfrom those without discontinuities, butunfortunately,
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at present there exist only a few quasi-static results for open microstrip lines with finite

dielectric substrates[26]t271. On the otherhand, athigh operating frequencies, the frequen-

cy dependent characteristics are needed to accurately design circuits or antennas.

(a) with discontinuous dielectrics

(b) with finite wide dielectric and/or ground plane

Fig.3.1. Open printed transmission lines

Traditionally, the method of lines has been used effectively in various enclosed planar or

quasi-planar microwave structureslzSl-Í3zl.In this chapter, this method is extended to

open unbounded regions[33] by infroducing a form of coordinate transformation. Based

on this extension, a unified full wave approachf34] is presented here for the analysis of

open printed nansmission lines. The approach itself is general and can be used in either case

with or without discontinuities in the dielectric layer. Of course, its advant¿ge lies in its ca-

pability of giving the full wave characteristics of structures with discontinuous dielectric

layers which are presently unavailable in the literature.
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The procedure for application of the method of lines to the enclosed problems has been dis-

cussed in many publications[28]-t321. In this chapter, initially, the formulation of the tech-

nique is provided briefly and its difference as compared with the conventional ones is

pointed out. Then, the convergence of the method is examined carefully by numerical ex-

periments. As application examples, the dispersion characteristics of open single and

coupled microstrip lines of finite dielectric substrate widths are calculated. The results are

compared with those of other full wave methods for structures with infinitely wide dielec-

tics and the available quasi-static results for the single microstrip lines of finite dielectric

widths. Some differences are observed. This means that the full wave results for the struc-

tures with infinitely wide dielectrics can not be used directly in the case of finite dielectric

case and the quasi static results for structures with finite dielectric can not be used at higher

frequencies. However, similarities are found between the full wave results of structures

withinfinitely wide andfinitedielectrics, whichimplies thatnomogramsused in thedesign

of structures with infinitely wide dielectrics [25] may also be used for sffuctures with finite

dielectrics.

3.2 Formulations

An open printed transmission line with a single layer dielectric is shown inEig.3.2a. which

is composed of three dielectric regions( e, t, t 12, t 13 ) and several conducting strips on its

lower and upper interfaces while the areas above and below the layer are free space. The

sffucture with a ground plane at the interface can be obtained by letting one of the conduct-

ing strips become infinitely wide, whereas that with a finite dielectric width is obtained

by selectin9 êrt: tr3 : 1.0 .
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3,2.L Hybrid modes in the structure

As it is discussed in chapter 2, the electromagnetic fields in the structure of Fig.3.Za can

be represented by hybrid modes of two types, the longitudinal section elecfric(LSE) and

longitudinal section magnetic(LSM) modes. For completeness, fîelds in each layer ex-

pressed in terms of Hertzian vector potentials are written as

Ë : e;l(r)v x v x fr,-¡kov x fr¿
(3.1)

4oÊ:jkoYxfr,+Vxvxfr¿

where e ,(x) is the relative dielecnic constant in the layer which is dependent on x ,

-i-
ko : a J þ oe o, rJo : J t-¿ o/eo mdtheHertzianvectorpotentials nr,nn haveonlythe

* - components as

frr: * k] p, ¿-ik,,

frr: f k;2 t¡to s-ik,z

(LSM modes)
(3.2)

(LSE modes)

wherethedependence eJ@t hasbeenassumed, k isthepropagationconstantoftheline,

and the scalar potentials 1þ",Iþn must satisfy the following Helmholtz equations:

,,@) *(,-,, o, þ) . # + (e,@)ft - Ê),r " 
: o

#. # + (e,@)t?s - Ê),t, o : o
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Therefore, the propagation constant kz of the line may be obtained by solving (3.3) in com-

bination with the appropriate boundary conditions of the structure.

3.2.2 Coordinate transformation between open and closed regions

In the structures of Fig.3.2, some of the boundaries are located at infinity. Usually in most

solution methods, a boundary at infînity is substituted by a finite artificial boundary and

then the problem is solved inside this finite artificial boundary, instead of its real open

boundary. However, even when the artificial boundary is made large enough, there are still

differences between the results obtained using the artificial boundary and the real problem.

On the other hand, when the artificial boundary is made too large, the area becomes very

large and intoduces difficulties in application of numerical computation.

In the application of the method of lines, one needs to discretize the region only in one di-

rection and the fields in the other direction may be expressed in explicit forms[2ï]t}gl.

Therefore, when applying the method of lines to analyze the open problem as shown in

Fig.3.Za, one needs to treat the unbounded region only in the i - direction. In [33], the

coordinate transformation was used to map the unbounded open region into a half-

bounded region and then the method of lines was used to analyzethe open microstrip line.

This technique is adopted here for the analysis of problems with discontinuous dielectric

layers.

There are a number of mapping functions that can be used to map the unbounded open re-

gions(Fig.3 .2a) into a half-bounded regionffi g.3.2b).In this paper, the following algebraic

function is used(Assuming that the coordinate system in Fig.3.2a is x,y,z and that in

Fig.3.2b is t,y,1)
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where subscript L!: €,h and

ka:4st-l'l

p(t):h

x € (- æ,+ co),t e (- 1,+ 1) (3.4)

(3.s)

(3.6)

where s is a constant that determines the shape of the mapping function which should be

chosen carefully in the numerical processing. Then all the partial derivatives with respect

to x in (3.3) may be expressed with respect to / as follows

Y:hopa)+

#:kop(t)*(,^u+)

By such a coordinate transformation, the original open structure ofFig.3.2ais mapped into

the half-bounded structure of Fig.3.2b, where the boundary along the f - direction is

closed and the boundary along the y - direction is kept open.

3,2.3 Discretization in the transformed region

To solve the problem in the mapped half-bounded region of Fig.3.2b, one needs to discre-

tizethe /- variable in the partial differential equations which are obtained by substituting

(3.5) into (3.3). In this mapped region, the method of lines may be used in a similar way
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as it is used in a closed region with a difference that in the present case the region in the

f - direction is open.

Initially, two sets of N staight lines parallel to the y - axis are laid into the cross section

as shown inFig.3.2c. Then, the potentials 1þ , ,4) n in the differential equations are replaced

by their discrete values at these two sets of lines. For clarity, the lines corresponding to the

potential rþe üenamedãs"1þr- lines"whilethoseofthepotential tþn as"1þh- lines".

The tþr-lines are placed at t:tet,te2,...,teN and the tþ¡-lines are at

t: thL,thz,. ..,thN . The distance between the two adjacent r/"- lines or ltn- lines is

h : 2/(N + 0.5) , i.e., t¿1¡¡1¡ - tei : tnG+D - tn¡ : å . Thus, the distance between the two ad-

jacent 1þ"- ,tþn- lines is h/2 ,i.e., trç¡1¡-tt¡+t): tn¡+Ð-tei: hfz .

In addition to the above general rule for the placement of 1þe- and tþ¡- Iines, there are

two other points that should be noted regarding certain special boundaries perpendicular

tothe f-direction:

(1). At the electric wall perpendicular to the f - direction, the tangential electric

fields must be zero which results in setting qtn:0 
^d +: 0 . Therefore, a

ðt

tþ ¡ - line is placed at the electric wall to fulfill these boundary conditions. Similar-

ly, at the magnetic wall peqpendicular to the f - direction, the tangential magnetic

fields should be zero which results in setting Iþe: 0 una !: 0 , and therefore,
dt

a 1þ 
" 
- line must be placed at the magnetic wall to fulfill these boundary conditions.
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(2). When there is a discontinuity of the dielecnic constant along the f - direction,

the boundary condition at the discontinuity interface which is perpendicular to the

f - direction must be fulfilled. For this pu{pose, a en- line is placed at the dis-

continuity interface between the two dielectrics, and the value of er(t) in the per-

mittivity matrix [e"¿] at this line is assumed as the average of its values at two adja-

cent dielectrics.

The derivatives of 1þ ", rþt withrespectto t, in the mappedregion, are replaced by their

values at the 1þ"- or tþ¡- lines through the following cenffal finite difference scheme

_ A¡*tlz- A¡-tlz

h

where A represents either Iþu or + ,subscript

i x. l/2 for /: ty¡ *, hf2 and u: e,h.

Therefore, according to (3.5) and (3.7), one has

:(o"ou'#)'

(3.7)

i implies the position ãt t: tu¡ ,

(3.8)

(*),

(*),

:O"Oír,)ry

and can therefore express the derivatives in (3.3) in terms of a finite difference mafrix as



(3.e)

where [Vr] anA lVo] *" N x 1 matricesrepresentingthesetof thevalues of p" and

tþn atthe tþr- and tþ¡- Iines respectively, i.e.

t%l : þþ "G"ù,qt,(t"z), 
. -,1þ "(trñlr (3.10)

lV¿l : blt n1nù,qt nGnz), . - 4t n1nò]r

and [err] and [er¿] are N x tr/ diagonalmatriceswiththediagonalelementsrepresenting

the set of the values of e, at the tþ r- and r/r¿ - lines as

lsrrf : diag (er(trt),er(trz), ...,er(t"ù) 
(3.11)

le rnf : diag (e rQ¡t), e,(tnz), ..., e,(t nñ)

while [U,] anO [O¿] are N x N mafices given by

Y* ko Et tD,l [w¿]

#* ko h-t tD¿l tvJ

#+ft ¡-z tDr,l IDJ lw¿l

,;tf*)#+ ko'rt-t fe,nl-t tD¿l tw,l

',@)**('r'orff) *o ha te,"f tD,t te,nt-r In¿l lv,l
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-p(t"ù p(trz)

o - p(trz)

00

0

0

0

p(t"<*-u)

- p(tru)

lD,l:

lD¿l:

00

p(tnù o

-p(tnù p(tnz)

o - p(tnù

0

0

0

;
- p(tnw)

(3.12)

(3.13)

(3.14)

00

Substituting (3.9) into (3.3), one can obtain the following mafrix equations for [Vr]

[vo] 
'

&
æ

[v,,n]-4 nt Íe,,nl w",nl-t?, w,,ù : I o ]

where [Qr] and [Q¿] are N x N unsymmetrical trigonal matrices

tQ,l : -(le,"ltz+ [e,."][D,][e ,r]tlool)

tQ¿l : -(lr,oltt+ tD¿ltD,l)

Since [Qr] and [Q¿] are unsymmetrical tigonal matrices, it is difficult to write the explic-

it solution of (3.13). Therefore, one needs to implement certain transformations in (3.13)

to obtain the explicit solution form.



It is known that[35] [Qr] and [Q¿] can be transformed into the following diagonal forms

lT",nl-t lQ",nl lT,.,nl : U\",n] (3.1s)

where [Ar], [Â¿] are N X N diagonal eigenvalue matrices of [Qr], [Q¿]

[/\r,n] : diag (1"¡.nù ( i:1,2,. ..,N )

andtheirdiagonalelements ).¿¡ and A¡¡ arethe i- theigenvaluesof [Qr] and [Q¿] re-

spectively. [Tr] and lT¡l are,ofcourse,thecorrespondingeigenvectormatricesof [Qr]

and [Q¿] .

Therefore, [Vr] and [V¿] can be expressed by their ftansformed marices [ú"] and

tV¿l as

lV",nl : lT,,nf lV',nl (3.17)

Substituting them into (3.12), one obtains:

(3.t6)

JZ

# w",rl-Ê lx,,nl lrú,,n] : t o ldy-

where [Kr] and [K¿] are N x N diagonal matrices
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lK,,nl : diag (4¡,n¡ ) (3.1e)

and their diagonal elements are determined by

kei,hi:lm (3.20)

and e r¡¡: Êr/14 is the effective dielectric constant to be determined.

3.2.4 Solutions in one layer

For a single layer, (3.18) can also be expressed in the following single variable form

&
@ 

p,i,ni - It l\¡,ni 1þei,hí: 0 (3.2t)

and its general solutions are given by

ú e¡,h¡: ctei,hi ek'i'h¡ko! I beí,hi e-k"¡'¡¡ko! (3.22)

where ar¡,¡¡ and b¿¡,¡¡ ara the coefficients to be determined by the boundary conditions.

The general solutions of (3.22) may be written as a relationship between tVrl and IV¿l

and their normal derivatives in the upper and lower interfaces of the same layer. For exam-

ple, for the layer 1as shown in Fig.3.2, with the lower interface at y : y and the upper

interface at y : lu ,the tansfer relations are
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E:.::l:rl-'.;i ;::llË;il

where

lT 
",nl 

: aiagfi, 
"¡,¡¡ 

/ r*rnþr"n,,,¡, a)]
(3.24)

la",nl: diagft ,¡,¡¡/ ri*(n"n",,n a)|

and d : !u-!t is the thickness of the dielectric layer.

In particular, when one of the interfaces at y : )s. is a perfectly conducting surface, as in

Fig.3.2d, one has

(3.23)

(3.2s)

[T¿][Ve]ys: [0] =+ tVrly, -- tOl

w;ftlvå]y,: [o] :> 
ftrvù,: tol

and, when one of the interfaces approaches infinity, i.e. y .* oo , one obtains

[Tr][úr]y-* : [o] :+ ¡vr1r*- : ¡01
(3.26)

lTnll'úùy-* : [0] + [Ú¿]r*- : [0]

3.2,5 The electromagnetic field components

According to (3.1), (3.2) and (3.9), all electromagnetic field components in the layer can

be expresse¿ ¡V [%] anA [V/ as



where

[E ] : - lr:zle rrl-t tQrl tv"l

[Ey] : h-rle,"l-rlD,l [G,] [v,] - ,l-e *lv nl

lE.l = - j{h-r,l-t ølt,ol-t tool tw"l - tG¿l tvåf }

FLI = -rt;l htlQrlwol

lHrl : a;r{t -r ¡o nllGnllv nl + lÇtrrw "l}

[II.] : - h;r{lr-r,l-utlo "lW ol + tc,l tv,li

lG 
",nl 

: lT,.,nl\ r,nllT.,,nl-l

(3.2t)

(3.28)

3.2.6 Matching of the boundary conditions at the interface

So far, all the elecfromagnetic field components have been expressed in terms of [Vr] and

[Vo] .Theseterms, [Vr] *¿ [W¿] travegeneralsolutionsasshown in(3.2})withcoeffi-

cients and the effective dielectric constant in k¿¡ and fr¿¡ as unknowns. The unknown coef-

ficients ín(3.22) may be eliminated by fulfilling the boundary conditions at the interfaces

between the dielectric layers.

Substituting the electromagnetic fîeld components from (3.27)into the boundary condition

equations at each interface and after some mathematical manipulations, one can obtain a

set of simultaneous equations for the relationship between the stip electric current and the

electric field components at the interface with the strip at ! : ls ,
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lE"lx : h oh-l lZollJ"l + rt olrr [Z*r)lJ r]
(3.2e)

[E.]x : rtolZÀLJ,l+ h"lZÀlJ,l

where [J'] and [Je] are N x 1 mafricesof theffansverseandlongitudinalelectriccur-

rentsonthestrip,and lZof ,fZ*rf ,fZul ,andlZul areN X N mafticesdependentonly

on the effective dielectric constânts eejÊ.

For the structure shown in Fig.3.2d, where the dielectric is terminated by a perfect conduc-

tor in one side, the lZol ,lZ*rf ,Íz"rl , and lZuf matrices can be expressed as follows:

lzol: - ntt¡et 
"1-rtQåltpl-l

lz,r) : l t,trlel,"l-rtQåupl-1 tsl tefl-l
(3.30)

fzul: lrr ler¡l'v,{l

Íz ul : {r,felløl-t + e,¡flwl f sl 
} 
f0t1-1

with

lwl : (t'l,r-ttn,r - Iciltnl-tto1)¡p1-t

tsl : ID¿l{trl + (trl - tor,l)t^l-t} 
(3.31)

lpl: Fe"nfD¿](trl - t@¿l)t^l-rlel + tc¿l - Ic¿Ill@,1

l^l:t@¿l-tÉIl-tßll

and
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where the superscript / and 11 represent the values in layer I and layer II as indicated in

Fig.3.2d.

Since the electric curtents J* and J, are nonzero only at the surface of the metallic strip,

where E, and E must be zero, one can obøin the following reduced homogeneous equa-

tions from (3.29):

tol : tcft-l{¡n,l t@"1 - lr,nl-tlD à}

[@r] : td,Il-r lel,rl-t tQål

t@¿l: tql'l-trOll

fB*l,r¡p:hon*r[zl]JlJ*),tip+q"n-t¡zl]llJ.J,y,¡:¡01

fBzfsrip : rl 
"lZUltJrlstip 

* iq "lZAlUrJrr.,p 
: [0J

(3.32)

(3.33)

The Equations of (3.33) must have nontrivial solutions, since the electric currents on the

strips can not be alIzerc. Thus, the effective dielectic constant êrÍf: Ê/14 can be ob-

tained through an iterating procedure from the determinant of the coefficient mafix of

(3.33), i.e.

det{tz}}t + tz*ttz\t'tztr}t} : o (3.34)

Once the effective dielectric constant e rff: Êr/Ê is obtained, all the electric field com-

ponents andothercharacteristics of thefransmissionlines, suchas thecharacteristic imped-

ance of the line, can be obt¿ined via a computation of the transmission power[29]t301.
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3.3 Convergence of the Method

The convergence of the method is examined by the analysis of a single microstrip line with

a finite width dielectric subsffate, as shown in Fig.3.3. In Fig.3.3a, the convergence curves

for the effective dielecnic constånts are provided as a function of N ( the number of lines

inhalf space),fordifferentvalues of M(thenumberoflinesinhatf ofthedielectricsub-

strate ). The sffucture is a conducting strip with constant conducting and dielectric substrate

widths. It shows that the method convergences by increasing N. But, the rate of conver-

gence depends on the value of M. IVhen M is small, the results converge slowly and the final

values depend on the value of M (For instance, the final value for M : 8 and24 are differ-

ent by about ZVo ). This indicates that the selected value of M must be large enough to in-

sure the solution accuracy. In addition, for adequately large values of M,the convergence

with Nbecomes very rapid. For example, for M > 16 , the numerical results for the effec-

tive dielectric constantvary only within arange of approximately 0.lVo , when N > Æ .

This is due to the fact that the field lines are concentrated in the dielectric region and there-

fore, more attention must be paid to their accurate computation.

The dependence of the convergence on M could be seen more clearly in Fig.3.3b where

another set of curves are plotted to show the convergence of the effective dielectric constant

versus M. It shows that when M is adequately large( M > 20 in this example) the results

become almost independentof M. For structures with wider dielectric substrates as shown

in Fig.3.3c and Fig.3.3d, field lines are spread in the dielectric region and therefore larger

M values are needed to obtain a convergent result. Otherwise, these results show similar

convergence properties as before. In this case, the numerical results for the effective dielec-

tric constant vary only within a range of approximately O.lVo when N > 50 and

M > 20 (Fig.3.3c). Again for M > 30 in Fig.3.3d, they remain almost independent of

M,but values of N are larger than those in Fig.3.3b.
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All numerical experiments made above are for the case of e, : 9.7 . For other dielectric

subsfrates, the rate of convergence depends on their dielectric constant. When the relative

dielectric constant becomes smaller, the rate of convergence also decreases. Because in this

case, the fringing field is not as concentrated as the higher dielectric constant case.

3.4 Numerical Results of Single and Coupted Microstrip Lines

The method presented above can be used to analyzeopen planar structures with continuous

or discontinuous dielectric layers and/or with a finite ground plane width. As an example,

an open microstrip line with an infinitely wide dielecfric and ground plane is analyzed and

compared with results of spectral domain full wave methods[36] in Fig.3.4. Their good

agreement indicates the validity of this technique.

8.4

8.2
F- w--l

-r
Ia

er1 : 9'7

w/d: I

" o ". Present Method

-, 

Kobayashi & Ando [36]
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^ 7.8
""ff
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7.2

7

6.8

6.6 d

IAo

Fig.3.4. Results for an open microstrip line with infinitely width dielectric
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The technique is then appliedto analyze the open single and coupled microstrip lines of

finite width dielectric substrate. Since similar full wave analysis results for open planar wa-

veguides of finite dielectric subsfrates are not available, the results obøined here can only

be compared with available quasi-static results[26] and with the full wave results of the

structures with infinitely wide dielectric subsffates. In Fig.3.5, the dispersions of the effec-

tive dielectric constantcalculatedby thepresentmethod are compared with the quasi-static

results[26]. The lattermethodgives results independentof frequency. As itis expected, the

difference between the full wave and the quasi-static results is small when the operating

frequency is small. As the frequency increases, their difference increases rapidly and the

quasi-static solutions can no longer be used to obtain meaningful results. This figure also

shows that, the difference between the quasi-static and full wave results is dependent on

the size of the dielecffic substrate. For small substrate widths, their difference is smail, es-

pecially at low frequencies where the quasi-static results approach the fult wave ones.

However, this is no longer true for wider dielectric substrates where differences also exist

at low frequencies.

In Fig.3.6, the effects of finite dielectric subsfrate widths on the dispersion characteristics

of open microstrip lines are considered where the effective dielectric constant versus the

tatio ald arc shown for different values of d/Ao. It shows that by increasing the dielectric

width, the effective dielectic constant also increases and approaches its upper bound value

for a structure with an infinite dielectric substrate. It is interesting to note that, although the

results are dependent strongly on df )"o, their rate of change with ald is almost indepen-

dent of d/lo .They increase rapidly for af d < 0.4 , but their rate of change decreases

thereafter. There is a definite turning point around a/d:0.4 , which shows that most of

the fringing fields are concentrated within the region of a/d < 0.4 .It is evident that the

size of this region is dependent almost entirely on qld.
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Fig.3.7 Shows the dispersion characteristics of the above geometry for different dimen-

sions of the structure. Again, the results increase monotonically with frequency, or, by in-

creasing the substrate thickness.

In Fig.3.8, the dispersion characteristics of the odd and even modes for a few selected line

dimensions of the open coupled microstrip lines with finite width dielectric subsfrate are

shown. In this case, the st¿tic results for structures with a finite dielectric substrate are not

available in the literature. The results obtained by this technique are then compared with

the full wave results of structures with an infinitely wide dielectric substrate[37] and show

differences between them. This means that the characteristics of infinitely wide dielectric

substrates can not be used, in some cases, for accurate design of lines with finite dielectrics.
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3.5 Conclusions

Based on an extended method of lines, aunifiedfull wave approach forthe analysis of open

planar or quasi planar waveguides was presented. It is general and can be applied to struc-

tures with continuous or discontinuous dielectric layers. However, its advantages are more

obvious when it is used in the latter case, where a full wave approach is not available yet.

The convergence of the method was examined by analyzing open microstrip lines of finite

dielecffic substate widths. As application examples, both open single and coupled micro-

strip lines with various substate widths were analyzedandtheir dispersion characteristics

were provided. The results were compared with available full wave and quasi-static re-

sults. The effects of the dielectric width and thickness on the characteristics of structures

were also discussed.
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chapter 4 A NET\ryORK APPROACH FOR THE EVALUATTON

OF SPECTRAL DOMAIN GREEN'S FLINCTIONS

As it was pointed out, one important step in the spectral domain moment method is to evalu-

ate the spectral domain Green's functions. Themostdirectwayto do so is to expandelectro-

magnetic wave modes in each dielectric layer, and then match the boundary conditions at

each interfacel38][39]. For a single layer dielecffic, this is not very complicated. However,

for multi-layer dielectric structures, this leads to avery lengthy derivation process. There

have been some efforts towards the simplification of this process. kr [40], an immitance

approach is proposed to derive spectral domain Green's functions for planar electric cur-

rents in printed transmission lines of two dimensional problems. In [41], a set of formula-

tions are derived to evaluate Green's functions by an iteration process. In 1421, a dyadic

spectral domain Green's function for single layer grounded dielectrics was derived for

electic currents and a corresponding network displayed for this structure. However, the

Green's function was still derived from the Maxwell's equations and boundary conditions.

kt this chapter, a network approach is developed to evaluate spectral domain Green's func-

tions for arbinarily directed electric or magnetic curents in multilayer dielecfrics. Each

dielectric layer is substituted with a two port network while the multilayer structure is re-

placed by a ladder connection of those two poft networks for individual layers. The arbi-

trary directed electric or magnetic currents are decomposed into horizontal and vertical

components with respect to dielectric interfaces, and the horizontal components are further

divided into two orthogonal components. Each current component is replaced by an elec-

tric current or voltage generator in the network. The spectral domain Green's functions are
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equivalent to network parameters. Therefore, the complicated procedure to evaluate the

specÍal domain Green's function for a multilayer dielectric sffucture can be obtained in

a simple and systematic way. The approach is presented in detail in the following section

and applied to an example to compare with results obtained by the field matching approach.

4.I Decomposition of Modes in the Spectral Domain

The hybrid modes in a dielectriclayer can be expressed by vector electric and magnetic

potential functions in the spectral domain as

(Dt oE r
*- jn"r,
dzr

kx È.:+!+¡nrÃ,
@þoþr dZ

rr,:+*-,0.u,' @þoþr dZ

É,:

É,:#(**,eu,r,)o, i,,:#(***,,,)u,

Consider the definition of inverse Fourier Transform

e(x,y, o : # I I**Aç.,kr, z) ¿w ¿rv dk,dky

Eq.(4.Ð shows that the propagating electromagnetic waves in the space domain is a super-

position of inhomogeneous waves in the specfral domain. Each plane wave propagates in

the direction given by the angle Q : ø* rott(t 7 l$;fi) measured from the x axis.

(4.r)

(4.2)
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Therefore, one may define anew coordinate system (u, u ,e ) from ttre original coordinate

system (*,y,r) by using the following coordinate fransformation as shown in Fig.4.1.

{ 
u: x

v:-x
y sin@

y cosþ

cos@ +

sin/ +

sinø : -!å-

,18.4p:

þ:tt*.ort(r,/ ,lær)
,k,cosP: - 

þ

Fig.4.1. Transformation between two coordinate systems

Then, the spectral domain electromagnetic field in the system (*,y,r) giu"n in (4.1) can

be transformed into the new coordinate system (ur, r) by retation(4.3),which is decom-

posed into two orthogonal modes, TM to z and TE to z , ãs follows(Fig.4.2)

ãPðÃ,Lu:--7
orcoe, ôz

Hv: jþ Az

É,:#(**,cn,*)a,

(4.3)

TM, :
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TEr:

TM, : Hr: iþ Ã,

Eu : - iþF,

rt þ ôF,
"': - ,rr"r+ ô,

n,:#,(**,en,*),,

(4.s)

(4.6)

(4.7)

By considering relarion , ++ : - ÊÃ, arrd IQ. : kk,w- þ' , (4.4)and (4.5) become
ô2"

TEr: -8": jþF, ir,: -

ñPôÃ,Lu:--7
@eoÊr dz ,

o2
Êz:#Ãz

J@t oê r

a2
H,: P F,' jøltdt,

p

@þdt,

ôF,

ôzj

(a) TM to z (b) TE to z

Fig.4.2. Orthogonal modes in a new coordinate system



4,2 Equivalent Tbansmission Lines for Dielectric Layers

4.2.1Equivalent transmission line for a single dielectric layer

It is very easy to find from (a.6) and (4.7) that electromagnetic field components of each

mode satisfy the transmission line equation in a source free region, i.e.,

TM, :

Êu*V,

-Ër*Vn

Hr* I,

Êu*In

*u,:-j Ê H,,dz (Dt&, , frr" 
: - iøefrrEu (4.8)

(4.e)

(4.10)

rE, : {t- ",) 
: - it¡ttd.t,Hu , {n.:-i+ç8.)dz Ølrdtr'

which means that the Erlu¡ transverse elecfric field and th e ÉrO) magnetic field are equiv-

alent to the voltage and current in the equivalent transmission lines as shown in Fig.4.3,

T
,d

L
(a) dielectric layer
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F-d4

þ)fMbzmode (c) TE to z mode

Fig.4.3. Equivalent fransmission lines for a single dielectric layer

The propagation constant for these two equivalent transmission lines is kr:

while their characteristic admittances are different

(Ðê oê r

d-

++
Ie

ve
Yru

kz

Yvs

kz

+-+
vn I¡

MttÆ

Yru
kz

kz

H,

Eu

H,

E
w

_4
viY7s

where þor: - i kzÃ.Z , *a frnr: - i kr\, are assumed because only one direcrion for

the propagating wave should be considered to evaluate the characteristic admittance.

(4.rr)

_8, @þdt,

Fig.4.3 also shows that the two modes in a dielectric layer can be replaced by a single equiv-

alent transmission line with different parameters.

According to the equivalence between the field and circuit parameters, a short cir-

cuit(Fig.4.4) can be used to model a perfect conductor terminated dielectric layer, and a

dielectric extending to infinity can be modelled by a matched impedance load.(Fig.4.5).
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T
d

I
Yru@)

kz

+?
v

(a) dielecniclayer (b) shon circuit equivalence

Fíg.4.4. Equivalent circuits for a dielectric terminated by a conductor

(a) dielecfic layer (b) matched load equivalence

Fig.4.5. Equivalent circuits for a dielectric extending to infinity

4.2.2 Equivalent network for multilayer dielectrics

In multilayer dielecnic systems, each layer can be modelled by two equivalent transmis-

sion lines with their own parameters for two different modes, while the whole system can

be modelled by two different cascaded ladder transmission lines for two modes as shown

in Fig.4.6b. Then the ABCD matrix for the whole network can be easily obtained by sim-

ply multiplying that of each section

f: îf*,:tt

oo

I

I cos(kr¡ d¡) j sin(ft. i d) /Yr*<ørf

livrrrrrsin(kr¡ d.¡) cos(kr¡ d¡) I
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which is equivalent to a two port fI network as shown in Fig.4.6c (see equation (4.6)).

If the top or the bottom layer is terminated or open to infinity, it is then simplified to a single

one port network with one admitt¿nce.

+

ï

JJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJ
JJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJ
JJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJ

J _",, t * )Jjjj j j j j j j j ji:
JJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJ,

dn

d2

d1

(a) multilayer dielectrics

t-o' -l løl F- |
o.Nsl_@tT/T'ã'e'-l

lo"l z
@

Yru@)n

kzto

Yru(ø)t Yru@)z

kzt kzz o ..
ñ@;VvT¿l_t}ffi{

(b) equivalent ladder network

(c) equivalent fI network

Fig.4.6. Equivalent network for multilayer dielecfrics.
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4.3 Equivalent Networks for Sources

An arbitary directed electric or magnetic current J/Vt as shown inEig.4.T can be decom-

posed into trvo components in the transformed coordinate system (u,v, z) , one is the hori-

zontalcomponent ir/Mo lying in the uov plane which can be further divided into two

orthogonal components iuf tøu and Jrf Mu, the other is the vertical component ir/fu,

in the ¿ direction. Then the electromagnetic fields produced by this arbitrary directed elec-

tric/magnetic currents is the superposition of those fields produced by three components.

Its Green's function can also be expressed in a dynamic form as

13 : ri(,iq ,+,û6,+ûGr,)+ ü(úG,, +îG,u+û,G*¡
(4.t3)

+ û,çîcrr+iGur+ û,Gu)

So the dyadic Green's function can be obtained by evaluating each scala¡ one.

ju/M'

"/

Fig.4.7. Decomposition of an arbitary directed electric/magnetic current
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4.3.1 Horizontal components

Eqs.(a.6) and (4.7) imply that a ø directed elecffic current will only excite a TM to z

mode, and a v directed electric current will produce only a TE to z mode. White for the

magnetic current, a u dtrected component will only excite a TE to e mode and a v di-

rected component will produce only a TM to z mode. Therefore, the equivalent circuits

of horizontal current components shown in Fig.4.8a can be derived by using the boundary

conditions at the interface and the equivalent network as shown in Fig.4.8b.

Fuz,Éuz,Érz)

(a) horizontal electriclmagnetic current components

Ie(h)z

--+
I e(h)I

-+
Yru(Ðz

kzz

Yru(Ðt

kzt

(b) equivalent network for current

Fig.4.8. Network modelling of horizontal current components
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Take the elecfric cuurent component .Iu

The following relation can be derived

Fig.4.8

as an example, which will produce a TM, mode.

from the boundary condition at the interface as in

(4.16)

Hut-Hu2- -Ju (4.r4)

Replacing field components with their equivalent circuit parameters given in (4.10) yields

Iet-Ie2:-iu (4.1s)

which means that the u duectedcurrent component at the interface is equivalent to an elec-

tric current generator in the equivalent network.

Similarly, the electric cuurent component Ju cartalso be modelled by an electric current

generator in the TE, equivalent network. And equivalent magnetic current components

úu , ú[u can be modelled by electric voltage generator. The equivalent electric cuffent

or voltage generators for electic and equivalent magnetic current components are shown

in Fig.4.9. The mathematical formulations are

Ig": -J, ,

Vgr:-i4, 
,

Igt : iu

Veh: - Mu 
.
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IeØ)2+ Ie(h)r+
+

,,:,

(a) equivalent electric current generator for horizontal electric currents

Ie&)2 VgeØ)
Ie(h)1

Ve(h)z ,,:,

(b) equivalent electric voltage generator for horizontal magnetic currents

Fig.4.9. Equivalent sources for horizontal current components

4.3.2 Vertical components

The equivalent network for vertical current components in Fig.4.10a can also be obtained

according to the equivalence between the electromagnetic field components and the net-

work current and voltage. A vertical elecftic current will only excite a TM to z mode as

4*t¿A.:-i-
ôzt'4'

67
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and Jz: ò(z- z)exp(- jk*xo- jlrnù .

It is easy to obtain the following relations from (4.17) and (4.4)

ð8,, t¿ - B
-; ' E t t f

ôz " o¡eoe, ' o)t&, '

Ã | air,Lu:-TT
J(Ðeotr dZ

(4.18)

ôz "@tolr" @tûr
(4.re)

: jaePrV"

Eq.(4. 19) is the governing equation for a transmission line with an electric voltage genera-

tor. Therefore, a vertical electric current in the dielecfric is equivalent to the voltage genera-

tor as shown in Fi9.4.10b.

Similarly, a vertical magnetic current in the dielectic excites only TE to z mode, which

results in the following governing equation for a transmission line with an electric current

generator and is equivalent to the voltage generator as shown in Fig.4.10c.

Considering the equivalence relation in (4.10), one has

+:¡ f.'.i,-4¡,

ðVn
- ô, 

: J(ÐþolLrltt

-+:jÊrr-þ o,
dz @lrdtr @þdtr

il,
ôz
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The equivalence relations between the voltage generator and the vertical electric current,

and the electric current generator and the magnetic current are

Irn: þ ú,- @þoþr

7tt í2 ///z/z

(4.2r)

z
,n¿)

V"z ,:

ru
9r,þr

(a) a vertical electric/magnetic component

Iez vr" Iet

(b) equivalent electric voltage generator for a vertical electric current component

Inz

->

(c) equivalent electic current generator for a vertical magnetic current component

Fig.4.10. Equivalent sources for vertical current components

Int
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4.4 Network Approach Evaluation of Green's Functions

Now that the multilayer dielecffics are substituted with equivalent transmission lines and

all electic and equivalent magnetic current components are replaced by the electric voltage

and current generators, the spectral domain Green's functions can be evaluated by calculat-

ing the appropriate network parameters in the network.

In a practical multilayer dielectric sfructure, the electric or magnetic current sources may

be placed atalayt interface or inside one single dielectric layer. Generally, there is no dif-

ference between these two situations, because in the second case, one may divide this single

layer into two layers with the same dielectric parameters and a general formulation can also

be obtained with the current position as a varying parameter.

The procedure to evaluate these network parameters is as follows. First, the cascaded net-

work between the source point and field point is replaced by a two poft fI network as dis-

cussed in section 4.2, andthe circuit beyond source point and field point is then equivalent

to a single admittance. The elecffic/magnetic current components are equivalent to elecfric

currenlvoltage generator as discussed in section 4.3.Theproblem is equivalent to the net-

work problem as shown in Fig.4. 1 la or Fig.4. 1 lb, depending on the current types. General-

ly, it is easy to find the electric voltage and current at the field point. For the network of

Fig. .lla, one has

which for the network of Fig.4.1lb, they become

Ys 21 Vg

Yt Yr Zt V,{;
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¡ V1 :21 I'

t ,.,: Y7z1 r,

where zr: v./l(v1+Y,)(Yo+Y2+Y7) +v"(v2* yr)] .

----+
7

Y7

(a) Network with electric voltage generator

_>
7

Y7

(b) Network with electric current generator

Fig.4.11. Network approach for the evaluation of Green's functions

As it is shown in eq.(4.10), the elecnic voltage (Vr) and current (I) atthe field point are

equivalenttotheelectricfield(Eu,Ér) andmagneticfields(Êu,Èr),respectively,inthe

tansformedcoordinates (u,r,e) .nto* (4.16)and(4.21),itisknownthattheelectriccur-

rent generator (1r) and voltage generator (%) are equivalent to the electric current or mag-

netic current, respectively. Therefore, the spectral domain Green's functions in the trans-

formed coordinates (u,u,r) "* be obt¿ined by eq.(4.22) or (4.23).

(4.23)

Ys

Y1 Y2

Ys

Y1 Yz

*¡t

V1
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Finally, the Green's functions in the (*,r,r) coordinate system can be obt¿ined from

those in (u,r,r) coordinate system using the coordinate ffansformation (4.3), i.e.,

cos/ + E, sinf

sin/ + Eu cos|
(4.24)

'When apart or the entire network is resonating, the electric current or voltage in the net-

work has singularities, which corresponds to the surface wave modes in a multilayer dielec-

tric sffucture. It is easy to determine the condition of singularities from the equivalent net-

work, which is another advantage of the network approach. The reason for these

singularities is that there is no loss in the network. Therefore, singularities can be avoided

by considering a lossy network, which is equivalent to lossy dielectrics in the real world.

4.5 An Example

A single layer grounded dielectric with both electric and magnetic cuffents is shown in

Fíg.4.12a. As shown inFig.4.l2b, the dielectric layer is replaced by its equivalent transmis-

sion line and the free space area is equivalent to an admittance, and all elecfric and magnetic

current components are replaced by appropriate electric current and voltage generators. It

should be noted that different parameters should be used for different modes, i.e.,

{?, ';

@ê&, (Dê oITM2:T ¡
k¿

YrEr : k" , YrEz: k" , kzr :
@þo @þo

Yrut
kzt )

krr: ,ltA- fr .
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:î"

(a) electric or equivalent magnetic currents at dielectric interface

l*- d+l z

Yru@)z

(b) equivalent transmission lines

Ys

(b) equivalent network

Fig.4.IZ. A single layer grounded dielectric with elecffic and magnetic

currents and its equivalent networks

The equivalent transmission lines is further replaced by the equivalent network shown in

Fig.4.I2c where the ftansmission line section of length d is replaced by a two port fI net-

work. T\e ABCD matrix of the transmission line section is

Y1 Y1

+
V1
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It',1*,,:1,";:;',0.!,?n,,, ''^'o::l/,,:i^] Ø2s)

and the parameters of this fI network are

Y orØ) : - jYruløt csc(k¿d)

Y t,(n) : jY 7y 1E) 1[csc(k rØ) - cot(k ¿d)]

and Y2rç¡¡: Yr¡rr(Ðz .

Then, according to the network theory one can establish the following relations

where

[;'] 
:li:',.¿:ll';;]

(4.26)

(4.27)

(4.28)

Ytr

Yo

Yt+

Yo

+Yt

ro(I
Yo+

Y1

Yo

Y1

l

¡

Yt

Yo+

Yo+

:- 
Yo

: yt*

Ktt : 
,urlrrr: o

Kn:h\,.:,

KzL : 
*1r,,: o

Kzz:h\,,,:o

Y2

Y2

Y2

+Yz

+Yz

¡t.

Yt'
-Y1
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Accordingtotheequivalencein (4.16)and(4.10), Iget: -iú , IrhL: iú ,Vgrz: - liluz ,

Vrnz:-ÑIuz, VeL:E¡ , Vn:-Eú ,IeZ:Éuz, Inz:Éuz, andeq.(4.27)becomes

00
-Knt Kaz
Knzt - Knzz

00

(4.2e)

By considering the transformation (4.3), (4.29) becomes

[r] : [rl' [x] [r] [s]
(4.30)

where

T_'_l

f 8,, I I -Ke''lr,, Il o

lr;:l: t -Ï",,

["]:

00
- Kmt Knz
Knzt - Knzz

00

r;-'-l 
r, :l ,ållÍ")

(4.3r)

(4.32)[r] :

and cos/ : i, sint' :-3 , P: ,f t?.*t$ .

cost' sinrp

- sin/ cos@

00
00

,r, :f 
h)

00
00

cosrp sin@

- sin@ cos/

Therefore, the Green's function is
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[c] : [rl' [x] lrl

and

[c] :
G"*t* Gnxly Gu***

Gurr* Gurr, Gur**

Gro, Gnrty Gr*,
Grrr' Grrr, Grrr,

For example,

Guo* : - Ket cosz ç - Knt sin2 Q

Gnrty : (Knt - Kerù sin rp cos /
Gu** : (Ken - Kntùsin@ cos /

Gnru, : - Kntzsin2 þ - Kez cosz ç

Substitutine Ø.28) into (4.35) results in

Gn*¡*: - j
zo (' ,4 - Ê)q cos k4d * iþ4 - &)0,, sin k,1d.

T* Tn

Gn*¡y: t?Wk*krsink,ld

Gr,r,: -t#k*krsink,.ld

kr1kr2€, cos kr1d. * ¡(Êæ , - t?*e,

(4.33)

Gu**r 1

1** |
Cnruy 

I

Gnyuy J

sinkrld

(4.34)

(4.3s)

(4.36)

ko

- 4) snn,1a
Garuy

T* T"
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where

T,n: kr2e, coskrld.+ jk¡sink¿d

Te : kzr cos kfd + jk¿ srn k21d

(4.37)

Eq.Ø.36) is exactly the same as those obtained by using the field matching process.

4.6 Conclusions

A unified network approach is developed in this chapter for the evaluation of spectral do-

main Green's functions of multilayer dielectrics. The electromagnetic wave modes in the

multilayer dielectrics is decomposed into two modes and equivalent tansmission line is

obtained for each mode. Different electric and magnetic currents are replaced by appropri-

ate elecffic current and voltage generators. The electric and magnetic fields are equivalent

to elecffic currents and voltages in the network. Then the spectral domain Green's functions

can be obtained by evaluating appropriate parameters of the network. Analytical results for

a single layer grounded dielecftic layer are provided to validate the technique. Consequent-

ly, the lengthy derivation process of deriving the spectral domain Green's function for mul-

tilayer dielectrics becomes a simple and systematic procedure of evaluating the pararneters

of a ladder network by using the network approach. It is ideal for the development of a gen-

eral software to evaluate efficiently the spectral domain Green's functions.
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Chapter 5 A UNIFIED SPECTRAL DOMAIN FULL \ryAVE

TECHNIQUE FOR MULTILAYER PRINTED

STRUCTT]RES

In this chapter, a unified specfal domain technique is developed for the full wave analysis

of multi-layer printed structures. The multilayer dielectric extends to infinity in two di-

mensions and stacks up in the third dimension. By a Fourier Transformation, the electro-

magnetic boundary value problem of multilayer printed structures is transformed into spec-

tral domain and solved by using the moment method in the specffal domain. Various types

of radiating elements and feeding structures are considered in the analysis. A nodal based

basis function is proposed along with other types of basis functions to model different

shapes of structures.

5.1 A Generalized Printed Structure with Multilayer Dielectrics

A generalized open printed structure with multilayer dielectrics is defined in Fig.5.1. This

structure represents most common types of open printed transmission lines, printed pas-

sive components, and printed antennas, and forms a building block for various printed

structures used in the analysis. Its basic element is a dielectric layer with different printed

circuits. The printed circuit on the surface of dielecftic layer is represented in a complemen-

tary form of dielectric and conductor, i.e., if one part is covered with conductor, then the

other part is covered with dielectric surface. In the following section, an outline of different

parts of the structure shown in Fig.5.1 is presented.
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5.1.1 DÍelectric layers

The multilayer dielectric is assumed to extend to infinity in the x - and y - directions and

stack up in the z - direction. The lossy dielectric is treated automatically by using a com-

plex dielectric constant.

5.L.2 Geometry of radiating elements

Both printed patches and slots can be used as printed antenna radiating elements, and the

most frequently used radiating element shapes are rectangles and circles. However, in some

cases, other shapes may also be used to fulfilled special requirements such as the circular

polañzation. Therefore, arbitrary shape radiating elements(patches or slots) is also in-

cluded in the present model.

5.L.3 Feeding types

Among all five feeding techniques discussed before, the microstip feeding structures(ei-

ther direct or electromagnetically coupled feeds) have more atfractive features than the

coaxial probe feeding, especially when they are used in a large array. Therefore, the direct

microstrip line or coupled feeds are used as the general feeding structure in the analysis

model. For completeness, a model for probe feeding is also developed.
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imentary surface

dielectric layer

1 and 2form complimentary surface
1: conductor, 2: dielectric;
1: dielecfric, 2: conductor.

Fig.5.1. A generalized printed strucfure with multilayer dielectrics
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5.2 A Unified Spectral Domain Technique

In this section, the moment method is applied in the specfal domain to develop a unified

technique for the analysis of printed structures with multilayer dielectrics.

The specfral domain moment method analysis starts with the modeling of patches printed

on the dielectrics and slots etched on the conducting planes. As it is known, the perfectly

conductor patch can be modelled by using either surface patches or wire grid models. But,

in[a3llaa], it has been proven that the wire grid modelling is equivalent to a surface patch

modelling with subsectional basis functions. Therefore, in the present study, the surface

patches are used to model perfectly conductor patches, i.e., the conducting patches are re-

placed by electric currents and vanishing of the tangential electric fields is enforced on their

surface.

For a printed slot, the equivalent magnetic currents are assumed over the slot aperture and

the conductor aperture is closed according to the equivalence principle(Fig.5.2). The

equivalent magnetic currents on both sides of the closed conducting plane can be evaluated

according to the electric fields as

Mr:-rî x Er:*,Mr*+9Mry

The continuity conditions for the tangential magnetic fields should be enforced in the mo-

ment method solution, which can be satisfied by assuming Mi : - MJr .

(s.1)
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I'
6rl M/r : - Vl" x

------>

M,i: M,

-v

Fig.5.2. A printed slot and its equivalent model.

In summary, all the conducting patches are replaced by elecnic currents and the slots by

equivalent magnetic currents. The total electromagnetic fields produced by all these planar

currents can be evaluated by using the spectral domain Green's functions as follows

tri

,r,: 
I o

* 
1,,

Hrr: I
Jst

* 
1,,

J (xo, y o) 
{ Lf 

ë o(k*, re)drc.(x-x") y'r+o'", dk4dxody o

M(xo, y o) 
{LI 

ë urtk*, k)etk'(*x') ¿tø*r", oo4dxody o

J(xo, y o) 
{Lf 

ðrr(k*, kr)dk 
(o*") ¿tø*r", oo{tuay o

(s.2)

(s.3)

M(xo, yo) 

{LI 
ãrrlk*, k )dk.(*o') /**,", oo$dxodyo

where J and M represent all planar electric and equivalent magnetic currents in the mul-

tilayer dielectric structure, an¿ ð is the dyadic Green's function in the spectral domain



which is composed of the corresponding scalar Green's functions discussed in the last

chapter. For the planar currents considered here, the dyadic Green's function has the fol-

lowing form

d : *c*c* + g Gy, + û,Gu)+ f(ÉG, + g Gw + û,Go)

which can be evaluated from (4.13) by using coordinate transformation (4.3).

(s.4)

the subscripts E and H in(5.2) and (5.3) represent the electric and magnetic fields and the

subscripts ..,I and M represent electric and magnetic currents, respectively.

As it is known, the tangential electric field on a perfect conductor should vanish and the

tangential magnetic fields must be continuous across the printed slot. Since the electric cur-

rents can exist only on the conducting patch and the equivalent magnetic currents are pres-

ent only in the printed slot area, the following equations can be used to enforce these bound-

ary conditions from the principle of moment method

.HIo,-Hlo, ,M >: o , through slot aperture (s.s)

(s.6)lE,tot,J ): 0 , on conducting patch

where the superscnpt u represents the total field in the region above the slot and the super-

scrþt d indicates that the field region is below the slot, and electric and magnetic fields are

the total fields produced by all the currents as given in (5.2) and (5.3).

By expanding the electric and equivalent magnetic currents in (5.5) and (5.6) in terms of

the basis functions with unknown expansion coefficients, one can finally obtain the follow-

ing matrix equation
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lzl l'l:lrl

where [a] is the coefficientmatrix and the elements of 14

expressions given by

(s.7)

*d [F] maftices have similar

z*,
F^

+00

II t'*(kr,tcy) G(k*,k) sr(kr,ky) dk, dt<y (s.8)

where G(k,ky) isthecorrespondingGreen'sfunction, S*(k*,k ) istheFourierfansform

of the electric or magnetic currents for the evaluation of 2*r, or the exciting current when

F. is evaluated, and T*çk*,frr) is the conjugate of the Fourier transform of the testing

function, which is equal to that of the basis function when a Galerkin's testing procedure

is used.

'When there are vertical posts in the structure, they can initially be replaced by vertical elec-

fric currents and then, one additional term of Green's functions should be added as given

in (4.13) to account for these vertical electric currents. In the method of moment, as well,

the boundary condition on the surface of conducting post should also be enforced. The

above procedure is repeated by adding appropriate terms with respect to the vertical cur-

rents and boundary conditions in the equations.

5.3 Basis Functions for Various Currents

5.3.L Domain based basis functions

The electric and equivalent magnetic currents exist only within a finite region in the spatial

domain. Therefore, the most straightforward way of approximating these currents is to de-
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fine a type of function in these regions, i.e., the entire domain basis functions, or in their

subregions, i.e., the subdomain or subsectional basis functions. The basis functions defined

in this lvay are classified as the domain based basis functions. Conventionally, the entire

domain basis functions and the subsectional basis functions are used separately. The entire

domain basis functions converge quickly but can only be used in the structure with regular

shapes. The subsectional basis functions have more flexibility but converge slowly. In this

section, a mixed set of basis functions composed of both entire domain and subsectional

basis functions is proposed to save computation time.

Consider the slotted patch as shown in Fig.5.3. It is difficult to use entire domain basis func-

tions on this patch, since the current over the slot is zero. To overcome the problem, in the

present technique, two different types of sub-divisions for x- and y- directed currents are

used, as shown in Fig.5.3a and b respectively. Then in each sub-patch, either the entire do-

main or subsectional basis functions can be used. Further, each subregion can be sub-di-

vided again if finer divisions are required for subsectional basis functions. By using this

technique, fewer terms of basis functions are needed as compa.red with conventional sub-

sectional basis functions that are used for such irregular shaped patches.

conducting
patch

(a) division for x-directed current (b) division for y-directed current

Fig.5.3. Mixed basis functions for an irregular current patch
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For instance, on the subregion ,Sr1 , the longitudinal distribution of the .r - directed current

can be expanded by using the entire domain basis functions as shown in Fig.5.4a

tor lxl< t/z (s.e)

or using the subsectional basis functions as shown in Fig.5.4b

for þ -x*l< ln (s.10)

For the ffansverse distribution, the basis functions, can be either constant as shown in

Fig.5.5a, as

f .(y): 11, , lyl < w/2 (s.11)

or take a more appropriate form of Fig.5.5b to satisfy the edge conditions as

f,(y): t/ J@/Ð2-, lyl <w/2 (s.r2)

Fourier fransforms of these basis functions are given in Appendix B.

When multiple patches a¡e considered, the computation effort can be reduced by using a

pretreatment technique, discussed in [45] [46], and adopted in combination with the domain

based basis functions for each individual patch.

r /-.\ sinko(In-W- **l)
r xn\'"/ sinkol,
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5.3.2 Nodal based basis functions

The domain based basis function discussed in the last section is defined in a rectangular

region and cannotbe used for arbitrary shapedpatches. Instead, the triangular domain basis

functions[47] are used, which are more efficient for analyses in the space domain. For this

reason, they are also used in the spatial domain analysis of the microstrip antennas. The

tiangularbasis functions can also be appliedinthe spectral domainmomentmethod. How-

ever, since the vectorial basis functions defined in each triangle is arbitrarily directed, it

is not easy to derive their Fourier ffansform expressions and the arbifrarily directed current

will needmore computation time to implementthe momentmethod in the spectral domain.

Therefore, in this section, a nodal based basis function is proposed for the specfral domain

moment methods. The current on the entire area is first approximated by those on the nodes

rather than in the subdomains. Then, the current at each node is decomposed into two ortho-

gonal components in order to obtain a simpler Fourier transform expression and reduce

computation time. Such nodal based basis functions can be used to approximate electric

currents on a conducting surface or equivalent magnetic currents on a slot. The current is

continuous all over the arbitrary area and satisfies the edge current boundary conditions.

Apatch with an arbitrary geomeffy is divided into anumber of subregions by a set of nodes

as shown in Fig.5.6. These subregions may have any shapes but here only triangular subre-

gions are considered. Then the electric current within each subregion is expressed as a lin-

ear combination of those at its vertices, i.e., three nodes in a triangular subregion. These

nodal elecfric currents are arbitrarily directed. However, they can be decomposed into two

orthogonal components to be teated separately. For example, the electric current at node

n , in Fig.5.6, can be assumed as a combination of two components along f - and y -

directions, giving In: f lro+j 1r, . These current components are in general indepen-

dent of each other, except when the node falls at the patch edge where the normal compo-
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nentofelectriccurrentvanishes.Fortheedgenode m showninFig.5.6,theedgeboundary

condition can be fulfilled by enforcing the following equation on the node current compo-

nents

Ino sin9^¡- I*, cos9m: 0

In addition to enforcing the edge current condition, eq.(5. 13) can be used to reduce numeri-

cal computation effort. In practice, numerical experience shows that this edge boundary

condition will automatically be fulfilled even if it is not considered explicitly in the expres-

sion of the basis functions, as long as the surface sub-division is fine enough.

IY

ol 'x

division of the entire patch

P{xuyù

a single subregion with three nodes

Fig.5.6. A nodal based division for an arbitrary shaped patch

Now, to present the method in detail, consider a triangular subregion ÂZ with three nodes

shown in Fig.5.6. The nodal electric current components at these three nodes are

(5.13)

Izy
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{Iivli:t,2,3},wheresubscriptsv represents*- orf - component.Theelectriccur-

rent 1167 in this subregion can be expressed in terms of the nodal currents as

3

Iror(x,!): Xcr o + c¡rx+ c,ry) 1,,
i=l

(s.14)

111
where c¡o : 

Ã@i+r! ¡*z - xi*z! ¡*t)' c¡t : ùjr*t - ! ¡*z)' c¡z : fi(x¡*2 - *,*r)

and A is the area of subregion ÀZ .

The above constants are determined by enforcing the subregion current to be equal to nodal

current at each node. Therefore, currents expressed by (5. 1 a) in each subregion are continu-

ous over the entire region.

In the spectral domain, (5.14) becomes

3

i, tÁk*,kr):Z@,oFo * c,rFr+ c¡tíù t," (5.15)

i:l

where Fo,F, andF2 aretheFouriertransformsof Fg:1 , Ft :x andFz:! inthe

subregion AZ , respectively, which are defined by

(s.16)

and given in Appendix B.

If there are N nodes over the entire patch and the n - th node is shared by Mn subregions,

then the electric current in the spectral domain is

F(k*,kr): 
I lrø,t> e*p(-¡rr,*) 

"*p(-inrt) 
*0,

AT
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N
i 

u rr(k,, kr) : > D 
"(k*, 

ky) 1,,
n-l

where

(s.17)

(s.18)D n{k*,kr) (C r, oF no r C n ¡ tF, t * C, ¡ rF rr)
M,_s-.L
i=l

Expression (5.18) in combination with the edge current condition (5.13) forms the spectral

domain expression for the two components of electric current on the patch. They can be

applied in the spectral domain moment method to determine unknown elecffic current

components at each node and then the electric current distribution on the entire patch.

The nodal based basis functions proposed above are ideal for representation of currents

over arbitrary shape patch, and the surface electric currents are continuous over the entire

area. Also, only two orthogonal current components need to be considered which simpli-

fies the analysis procedure and saves computation time. Furthermore, they can be used in

conjunction with othertypefo basis functions inthe spectral domainmomentmethodwith-

out any additional effort.

5.3.3 Semi-infinite transmission lines

The basis functions discussed above are for finite size structures. For planar transmission

lines, the distribution of the current in the transmission direction can be expressed by sinu-

soidal functions which yield dirac-delta (ô) functions after Fourier fransformation. There-

fore, one needs only to approximate the transverse distribution and the moment method is

reduced into a one dimensional problem in the spectral domain.

'When 
the infinite planar transmission line is terminated as shown in Fig.5.7a, the currents

in the line can be divided into three parts[48], the infinite line current, the reflected current,
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and the higher order mode current in the vicinity of the termination. Thus, the longitudinal

distribution of the currentcan be modeled by using the entire domain traveling wave modes

along with the semi-infinite line and the subsectional sinusoidal modes in the vicinity of

the open end, as shown in Fig.5.7b.

(a) a terminated planar transmission line

r,@)
\ z^\ z-\/^

-J o

,\\V
'/ - "f"(t) 

\-z \-z

(b) basis functions for the longitudinal distribution of current

Fig.5.7. Basis functions for a semi-infinite planar fransmission line

For small widths of the feedline, the transverse component of the electic surface cuffent

on the line is very small, as compared with the longitudinal one. Therefore for simplicit¡

only the longitudinal component is considered in the analysis, which can be expressed as

J¡(x,t): s.,(y)[(l -R)f,@)-i(l +R)fr(x) + In norl
n-l

h¡
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where g ¡0) is the transverse distribution of the current which may include the edge effect

or be assumed simply as constant for a narrow feedline, R is the reflection coefficient

along the line to be determined, and If, arecoefficients of subsectional basis functions.

Expressions for /"(x) , f ,(x) , ana fr{*) in (5.19) are

fr(x): cosk¿x for - Ø <x<-øf2k, (s.20)

f'(x): sinkrx for -oo<x<0 (s.2t)

f"ø> for lx +nnjcn¡ (s.22)

where Æ, is the wavenumber of the infinite microstrip line with the same width as the feed-

line, and h t is rhe length of the sinusoidal roof top basis function. Usually these subsec-

tional rooftop terms can be terminated after one or two waveguide wavelengths away from

the open end of the feedline.

Fourier transforms of these basis functions are also given in Appendix B.

5.3.4 Vertical current

The subsectional basis function can be used to model the vertical electric current on the post

or feeding probe as shown Fig.5.8. It should be noted that the appropriate cunent distribu-

_ sink,(h¡-lx + nhj)

sinkrh¡
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tion should be assumed on the patch directly connected to the vertical

the continuity of the current at the connection point, especially when

patch is modelled by the subsectional basis functions.

current to enforce

the current on the

Fig.5.8. Model of a vertical current and current continuity

5.4 Far Field Radiation Pattern

The coordinate system used to evaluate far field radiation pattern is shown in Fig.5.9. For

simplicity, the original point is at the upper interface of the top dielectric layer.

Assume that the electric fields at the upper interface of the top dielectric layer as shown

in Fig.5.9 is Érçkr,ky,O*) , Ey(kr,ky,0*) , Ér(k*,ky,O*) . Since the space above this inter-

face is free space extending to infinity, the electric field beyond this interface is

É r(k*, kr, z) : nrg exp(- ¡nrz) (s.23)

where subscript J represents r, ! , oÍ ¿, respectively, Eo: Es(k*,kr,0*)

k,: J tA-t&-t4 .
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Fig.5.9. The coordinate system for far field evaluation

Therefore, by using the inverse Fourier úansformation, the space domain expressions for
electric fields in this area can be written as

or

By using the stationary phase method, the integration in (5.25) can be approximated to

yield

E,(x,y, r) : # I- I u- exp(- ¡n,z) "*p(¡n, 
+ ¡r<r) ar, a4

E,(x,y, r) : # I I U"opl-lfr'' + k y + n,z)l ar,, ar,

E,(x,y,o: t*rycoso Ee

(s.24)

(s.2s)
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where kx:-kosin0 cosþ , ky:-kosinp sin/ .

And, þ' : t?,+l?y : lQsinzT, kr:,ltt# : kocos1, and k*: -þ cos@,

lrr:-p sin@ .

The electromagnetic field components in a spherical coordinate system can be obtained

from

Er: (E*cosþ + Ersint')sin0 + Ercos?

Es: (n*cos| + Ersin@)cosg - Ersinl 6'27)

Eç:-E*sinþ+Ercosþ

and substituting (5.26) into (5.27) yields

,, : itry"ore [(É,ocos/ +Ér6sinØ)sing + øacosl)

Ee-'*ry.o,e|(É,ocos@+E,gsin/)cos9_ø.osin0]6.28)

Ea = J+rycoso l-n6sin/ + ørscosþl'¿fir

Now, from (4.3) in the last chapter, we get

,, = i*ry*so (nussing + n6coso)

Eo = ,*rycoso (Euscoso -E6sing)

Eó: 'þ exP(-ik"r) 
coso É,s, ,¿JÍ T

90

(s.2e)



and (4.6) gives

which provide the final expressions for the far field components as

Er: 0

,*= -t ,o (s.30)

r
(s.31)

= ¡kot 
?st

exp(-ik r).o,
0 Ero

Therefore, the far field radiation patterns can be obtained using (5.31), in which Eus and

Eus isthespectraldomainelectricfieldscomponentsattheinterface of 7:0+ produced

by electricimagnetic currents, which can be evaluated by multiplying the Fourier Trans-

forms of currents and their corresponding spectral domain Green's functions as given in

the last chapter.

5.5 Conclusions

This chapter provided a unified spectal domain technique for the full wave analysis of

multilayer printed structures. The analysis was based on the specftal domain Green's func-

tions derived in the last chapter. The technique was described along with various basis func-

tions for different shapes of the structures. Simple expressions for the evaluation of far field

radiation pattern were also derived.

E6

Eç

exp(- ¡kor) *
DUU

.ko
t%r
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Chapter 6 cHARACTERTSTICS oF ArERTURE coupLED

MICROSTRIP ANTENNAS

Aperture coupled microsftip antennas were first proposed in 1985[13]. Subsequently, the

rectangular patch fed by a rectangular coupling apetrure was analyzed by using various

techniquesl49l-t551 and considering only the longitudinal component of the electric sur-

face current and equivalent magnetic current. However, the inclusion of both radiating

patchcurrentcomponents and accuratetreatmentof theexciting slotprovidemore accurate

solutions for the antenna input impedance and radiation characteristics. In particular, the

cross-polarizationcan be determined accurately. This is significant since the cross-polari-

zation is an important parameter of the antenna, but its low relative level requires accurate

far field computation to yield a meaningful result.

In this chapter, various radiating elements fed by microstrip lines through several kinds of

feeding geometries at arbitrary positions on the ground plane are analyzedl56][57]. The

input impedances at the feedline are evaluated for the purpose of the feed network design.

The electric current distribution on the feedline and radiating elements along with the

equivalent magnetic current disfribution on the coupling aperture are evaluated for better

understanding of the operating mechanism of the antenna. The radiation pattem by the en-

tire antenna and the coupling aperfure are also calculated to evaluate the performance of

the aperture coupled microstrip antennas. Finally, design considerations for the aperture

coupled microstip antennas are discussed.
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6.L Basic Performances

In this section, the basic performances of an aperture coupled microstrip antenna is studied.

The structure is a rectangular patch fed with a centered rectangular coupling aperture as

shown in Fig.6.1.

Sideview

-r-
looI
ld¡

-L

feedline

\tr:-

coupling aperture

I lwa \+-
äï___r r -l--Jlt lt^¡-¡ r *

F- r, --i
Topview

ground plane

î
I

wp

II
trl : tr2:2.54 

,

lo:1.1 cm ,

Ip

d¡: dr: 1.6 mm , *f : 4.4 mm , lr: I.2 cm

wa:I.6 trtrn , Ip:4 cm , wp:3 cm

Fig.6.1. Rectangular patch with centered coupling aperture

6.L.1 Input impedance

The input impedance of this antenna over a very wide bandwidth is shown in Fig.6.2. It

shows two resonances for the antenna. The first resonance is due to the resonance of the
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patch, while the second one is mainly due to the resonance of the coupling slot. It is clear

that the resonance frequency of the slot is much higher than that of the aperture coupled

microstrip antenna, i.e., at the operating frequency of the antenna, the slot is not effectively

excited.
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Fi9.6.2. Resonances of the antenna and coupling aperture

6.L.2 Current distributions

In the previous analysis, the equivalent magnetic current on the coupling aperture was ap-

proximated by a single term sinusoidal function. However, It is found that the accuracy of

the results for this current depends on the form of its representation by the selected func-

tions. Here, different number of subsectional sinusoidal basis functions are used and the

computed results are shown in Fig.3c. It clearly shows that a single term approximation is

not sufficient and additional terms a¡e needed to provide a convergent solution.
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Fig.6.3. Normalized equivalent magnetic current on the slot aperture.

For the rectangular patch with a centered rectangular coupling aperture, Fig.6.4 shows the

electrical surface current distribution on the patch and the equivalent magnetic current dis-

tibution on the coupling apefrure. The magnitude of the longitudinal, i.e., the copolar, cur-

rent component is symmetric with respect to the center point and in phase on almost the

entire surface except in the vicinity of the patch center(Fig.6.4a). The magnitude of trans-

verse, i.e., the crosspolar, current component is also symmetric with respect to the patch

center, but out of phase on two sides(Fig.6.4b). These results indicate a proper excitation

of the dominant mode and a strong influence of the coupling aperture on the patch currents.

The latter is evident from perturbation of both amplitudes and phases of the patch currents

as observed in the figure.
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6.1.3 Radiation Patterns

The co-polar and cross-polar radiation patterns are also evaluated and shown in Fig.6.5a.

It shows that the cross polarization is small in the vicinity of broadside and becomes zero

on the broadside. This indicates the superiority of the aperture coupling type feeding meth-

od for microstrip antennas, over other methods, by yielding a considerably lower cross-po-

larization level.

The coupling aperture radiates also in the backward direction, below the ground plane. This

back radiation is a loss and a main disadvantage of the aperture coupled microstrip anten-

nas. Its co- and cross-polar radiations, normalized by the maximum co-polar radiation,

are also computed and shown in Fig.6.5b. It shows that the backward radiation from the

coupling aperture is very small as compared with the forward radiation of the antenna,

which is an anticipated result because the coupling aperture is not effectively excited at this

frequency.
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6.2 Parameter Studies of Rectangular Patch and Aperture

In this section, effects of various parameters on aperture coupled microstrip antenna per-

formances are studied for a rectangular patch fed by a rectangular coupling aperture.

6.2.1Open end stub length of the feedline

The effect of the open end stub length on the input impedance of antenna is studied in

Fig.6.6. It shows that it affects only the input reactance, but not the bandwidth, of the anten-

na. When the stub length is changed, there is almost no change in the input resistance. The

reactance curve, on the other hand, moves up or down with the stub length, but its derivative

with respect to the frequency remains unchanged.
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6.2.2 Displacement of the coupling aperture

The coupling aperture is often shifted from the center of the patch as shown in Fig.6.7 to

adjust input impedance of the antenna[49]. However, this results in an asymmetric excita-

tion and as shown in Fig.6.8, it increases the relative magnitude of the transverse cunent

distribution, i.e., the cross-polar cunent, on the patch. As a result, the cross polarization

of the far field also increases. For a symmetric excitation , i.e., a centrally located aperture,

the cross-polarization shown in Fig.6.9a is identically zero in the principal planes and the

broadside. As shown in Fig.6.9b, shifting the coupling apelture along the symmetric x-

axis, does not affect the cross-polarization. However, for a shift along the asymmetric y-

axis, the cross-polarization in the principal planes become non-zero. They are shown in

Fig.6.9c for a y-axis shift and in Fig.6.9d for a combined x- and y- shift of the aperture.

The latter results show non-vanishing cross-polarization in both principal planes and

along the broadside. Therefore, the centered coupling aperture will give the best cross po-

lanzation performance as long as the linear polarization is concemed.

Sideview

Topview E:--

Fig.6.7. A rectangular patch with displaced coupling aperture
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6.2.3 Size of the coupling aperture

The coupling between the patch and feedline can be adjusted by changing the size of the

coupling aperture. The computed input impedance values for different coupling aperture

widths are compared in Fig.6.10. Both input resistance and reactance increase with the ap-

erture width, but the operating frequency decreases. As expected the back radiation also

increases with the slot width. This is shown in Fig.6.11, which shows the back radiation

being nearly proportional to the slot width.

X¡n

(a)

2.06 2.08 2.r0 2.12 2.t4

f(GHz)

2.06 2.08 2.r0 2.r2 2.r4 2.16

f(GHz)

Fig.6.10. Effects of coupling aperture

(e't: er2:2.54 , df : dp: I.6

It:2.0 cm , lo:1.2 cm , lp:

width on input impedance.

rflÍÍt , w¡:4.4 mm ,

4.2 cm ,wp:3 cm )
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6.3 Other Shapes of Coupling Apertures and Radiating Elements

6.3.1 End and center loaded coupling apertures

To study the effects of the coupling aperture shape on the antenna parameters, two configu-

rations of Fig.6.l2 are selected. The computed input impedances are shown and compared

with results of wo: wac in Fig.6.13. It shows that for these irregular coupling apertures,

the coupling efficiency is high, and results in an increase in the transverse electric surface

current. This means that the slot transverse dimension should not be too large, otherwise

the cross polarization of the farfield in the direction away from the broadside will incrcase.

The backward radiation may also change when the shape of the coupling aperture is

changed.

v

l'*1

Fig.6.l2. End and center loaded coupling apertures
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6.3.2 Loop antennas

The loop antenna can be used in arrays to improve aperture distribution or add symmetry

to polanzation. When the circumference of the circle is ?-ø r : ls , the loop is equivalent

to two dipoles excited in phase. The electric current distributions of a single loop (at f:5.4

GHz) and twin loops (at f:5.6 GHz) are shown in Fig.4.
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6.3.3 T[iangular elements

Other shapes of radiating elements may also be used in the aperture coupled microstrip an-

tennas. For example, the input impedance for an equilateral triangle patch fed with a rectan-

gular coupling aperture as shown in Fig.6.16a is presented in Fig.6.l6b. It shows similar

performance as a rectangular patch as shown on the same figure for comparison, although

cross polarízation may be higher for the triangle patch.

trl: tr2:2.54

w¡:4.4 mm

la: l-1 cm

d¡: do: 1.6

lr:2.0 cm

wa: l-6 mm

Frequency: GHz 
rectangular Patch

-'-O 
triangular patch (

-l
( lp: 4 cm, w,

lo : 6 cm,l¿:

:3 cm )

1.732 cm )

(a) an equilateral triangular patch (b) input impedance

Fig.6.16. Performance of aperture coupled triangular patch

2-0,5-l
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6.4 DesignConsiderations

The design of aperture coupled microstrip antenna is similar to that of other types of micro-

strip antennas. As it was discussed before, the shape, size and position of the coupling aper-

ture can be used to adjust the antenna performance, that is, more parameters arc needed to

be determined in the design. In this section, design considerations for a regular aperture

coupled microstrip antenna are presented.

The first step is to select the shapes of both radiating element and coupling aperture. For

a linearly polarized antenna, a rectangular patch and rectangular coupling aperture should

be adopted to achieve the lowest cross polarization. For the patches, other shapes such as

triangular, may also be chosen to reduce its area, assuming that higher cross polarization

level can be tolerated. For the circular polarization, both square and circular patches are

the natural choices. The coupling aperture can be a single or two rectangular slots.

Usually, the types and thickness of the dielectric substrates are determined by other consid-

erations. For the antenna, thicker substrates with lower dielectric constants are preferred,

while for the feedline, thinner substrates with higher dielectric constant are selected.

The second step is to determine the dimensions and positions of the feedline, coupling aper-

ture, and patch. The width of the feedline is determined by the required characteristic im-

pedance. The length of the open end stub can be used to adjust the reactance of the antenna.

Its initial lengths plus the end effect should be around lrl4 , where ,1, is the wavelength

of the feedline. The patch can be designed as in a regular microstrip antenna. However, the

width of the patch can always be used to adjust the resistance of the antenna at resonance.

The coupling aperture is usually placed just above the feedline to maximize its coupling
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and minimize the cross polarization. The length of the coupling aperture should be selected

such ttrat its resonance frequency is much higher than the operating frequency of the anten-

na. The width of the coupling aperture can be set around one to two tenth of its length. For

the linear polarization, the coupling aperture should be perpendicular to the patch and the

feedline. The aperture should be placed beneath the center of the patch in order to reduce

the cross polarization of the antenna. Even when a displacement from this center point of

the coupling aperture is needed, such as for the impedance matching in an array, it should

be done along the symmetry plane of the patch in the longitudinal direction.
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Chapter 7 BANDWIDTH ENHANCEMENT TECHNIQUES

FOR PRINTED ANTENNAS

The na:row bandwidth is one of the major disadvant¿ges of microstrip antennas. Conse-

quently, several techniques have been developed to increase their bandwidth. One tech-

nique uses low dielectic constant or thick substrates. This thick dielectric can be a single

layer or multilayers as shown in Fig.7.1a, or a cover layer as shown in Fig.7.lb. This tech-

nique is simple but has limited applications. The dielectric type is often determined by oth-

er factors. A thick dielectric may excite higher order mode surface waves which cause a

gain loss and increased spurious radiation and mutual coupling in the arrays. Other tech-

niques use parasitic elements which can be stacked (Fig.7.1c) or made coplanar(Fig.7.1d)

or be their combinations. In the stacked structure, an additional dielectic layer is needed,

but this double layer structure increases the mutual coupling between the array elements.

However, it does not increase the element size. In the coplanar structure, the thickness is

not increased, but the out of phase mode[58] between the feeding patch and parasitic ele-

ments may be excited which decreases sharply the antenna directivity, and must be

avoided.

In stead of large bandwidths, multi-frequency capability may also be expected in some

applications, where the antenna is required to operate at several discrete frequency bands

that are far from each other and narrow individually.

In this chapter, the wide bandwidth properties of subarrays composed of coplanar and

stacked parasitic elements are investigated. Then, a dual frequency technique is proposed
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for a single patch over a single layer substrate by simply slotting the radiating patch. Final-

ly, techniques are proposed to achieve multi-frequency operation for aperture coupled mi-

crostrip antennas.

(a) thick or multi-layer dielectrics (c) stacked parasitic element

lri ,ç'u'nåtäiii'liiliil;il:i'l,rl:i'l;riit'l;iit'l.iiii'liiiii'lriiii'l;ili

:il r:l¡'ll i ril i ril:,, ril i rii i rii;rii:,r';l.,,rili,'il; ril i ril:,, ril i¡rii i"rill.'¡il

i¡¡ qybstrate¡tiirii:;iritr:;t1i:liriitiilriiiiritiiriiiiritiirit:ir:ti: NNN
(b) dielectric cover layer (d) coplanar parasitic elements

Fig.7.1. Wideband techniques for microstrip antennas.

7.1. Coplanar Subarray of Parasitic Elements

The subarrays composed of coplanar parasitic elements have been used to widen band-

width of probe fed microstrip antennastsSl. Irr this section, such subarrays fed by an aper-

ture coupling[S9] as shown inFig.1.2aare studied to widen the antenna bandwidth. They

offer an additional feature in a simplified feed network, where several elements can be fed

by only one coupling aperture and the parasitic radiation from the apeffure can be reduced.

It has been repotred that a multi-frequency operation can be achieved if several elements

of different sizes are fed directly by a single aperture[60], as in Fig.7.2b. However, this will

increase the length of the coupling aperture and increase its parasitic and backward radi-
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ations. Therefore, a suba:ray as shown inFig.1.2c is considered here[59], where only one

patch is fed directly by the coupling aperture and other elements are excited through elec-

tomagnetic coupling between them.

N=vvN
(b)

ii' r:l ii' rll i,' rli i,' rll i,, rlllirlll'r:i l,

j¡rlirjirrlrjir Ilr iir Ilr i¡r Ilr iirllri¡l;r i¡r

ir::ljir::i,jr:ll,ir:ii,ir:ii,ir:iiiir:iiiir:ii,i

i r:: i,l r:: i i r:: l,l r:: l,i r:: l,i r:: l,i r:: i,i r:: l,i

,,ÑN::
I

\ N::s I NNN
(a) (c)

FigJ.2. Coplanar aperture coupled microstrip subarray

The parasitic elements can be placed to form a linear subarray, as shown in Fig.7.3, or a

cross subarray as in Fíg.7.4. The input impedances for the linear and cross subarrays are

shown in Fig.7.5. It shows that a wider bandwidth can be achieved by using parasitic ele-

ments in either linear or cross subarray. A cross suba:ray may have better bandwidth per-

formance than a linear affay. However, it should be noted that all subarrays have negative

reactances, which can be eliminated by using a longer open end stub for the feedline as dis-

cussed earlier.

The radiation pattern of these subanays are shown in Fig.7.6 andFig.7.7. The directivity

of the subarray is larger than that of a single patch as shown in the figure.
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(a) 3-element H-plane subarray (b) 3-element E-plane subarray

Fi9.7.3. Aperture coupled linear microstrip subarrays
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7,2 Stacked Parasitic Subarrays

The bandwidth of microstrip antennas can be increased by using stacked parasitic ele-

ments[61][62] as shown in Fig.7.8a. The two stacked patches are resonant at two different

frequencies, and their coupling affects the bandwidth of the antenna. Results for one

stacked structure is compared with the non-stacked case shown in Fig.7.8b.

patch 2

patch L

ground plane
coupling aperture
feedline

R¡n

(o)

t9 20 2t
/ (GHz)

(b) characteristics

Fig.7.8. Characteristics of a stacked aperture coupled microstrip antennas

(a) geometry

,l

I \ ,¡: 1.55 mm /s: 1.8 mm
I t --L-7- 2i patch 1 : 3.5 x 3.5 mm

II oatch 2 :3.8 x 3.8 mm2
I

\ aperture :3.2 x 0.4 mm2
I

Ert: 8rZ: erl:2.2 d¡: 0.508 mm

d4 : 0.5 mm dpz: I mm

i --åê Patch 1 alone
II --{- Patch 2 alone

X -+ Stacked patches
\

I
I

X

={*-'1'"r'*
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The stacked parasitic subarray in Fig.7.9 is formed by substituting patch 2 inthe stacked

antenna with a subarray. The characteristics of such subanay of probe feeding has been stu-

died[63]. Here, characteristics of apefture coupling is studied. In Fig.7.10, input imped-

ance of a subarray with four upper patches and one lower patch is presented.

¿o{
,[

,,I

subarray

patch 1

ground plane
coupling aperture

feedline

subar

I dtl lpz

Stacked parasitic subarray fed by aperture coupling

I-l- d,
î

l**

I

r1ililil
LJ

-

Fig.1.9.
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Fig.7.10. Characteristics of stacked parasitic subarray

The radiation patterns of the antenna shown in Fig.7.9 and dimensions given in Fig.7.10

are evaluated and shown in Fig.7.11 for two different frequencies. Radiation patterns of

individual parts of the antenna are also evaluated and ploted in the same figure to show their

contributions to the radiation of the whole antenna.
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7.3 Dual Frequency Operation of Slotted Patches

The slotted patches, as shown inFig.1.l2. can be designed to achieve dual or multi- fre-

quency operation[6 4]1651. The single centrally slotted patch will not be effectively excited

and the shift of the slot from the center will increase the cross polarization. The double-

slotted patch with two symmetric parts removed from the patch willbe excited effectively.

The bandwidth may be increased by selecting the dimensions so that the two lowest modes

(the lowest mode of a regular patch and the lowest mode of a rectangular ring) couple to

each other appropriately. The other feature of the slotted patch is that it may be used to tune

the frequency of the antenna by changing the slot position or the area of the patch. The mul-

ti-frequency operation is possible by intoducing additional slots on the patch.

(a) single slot lp

(b) transverse slots

(c) longitudinal slots

wp

I

Fig.7.12. Aperture coupled microstrip antennas with slotted patches.
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The computed input impedance of the antenna of Fig.I.12c, is shown in Fig.7.13, which

clearly shows two distinct resonant frequencies, and the upper resonance is in the vicinity

of the patch resonÍìnce. Since the resonance frequencies are due to the coupling between

the slots and thepatch, they can be modified by the size, location and orientation of the slot,

a property that was also confirmed by calculation.
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7 .4 A Class of Multi-frequency Operation Techniques

The antenna bandwidth can be increased from about 3Vo to over 107o by using coplanar

parasitic elements or stacked structures discussed in this chapter. A dual frequency opera-

tion can also be achieved by using slotted patches. The two operating frequencies of the

slotted patch with aperture coupling can be tuned by adjusting the position and sizes of the

slots on the patch. However, the tuning range can not be very large without deteriorating

the gain and cross polarization performance of the antenna. On the other hand, in some

applications, the antenna is required to operate at several discrete frequencies that are far

from each other and over narrow bandwidths around individual operating frequencies, i.e.,

a multi-frequency operation is required over a very large frequency range.

Therefore, a new technique is proposed here to achieve multi-frequency operation at wide-

ly separately operating frequencies. The basic structure of multi-frequency operation an-

tennas are shown inBig,7.1,4.

InFig.T .14a, the antenna is composed of three dielectric layers with a slotted ground plane

to separate layer 1 from layer 2 and 3. The microstrip feedline is placed on layer 1 below

the ground plane while patch I is placed on layer 2 andpatch 2 is placed on layer 3 above

the ground plane. As it is known, patch 1 and patch 2may couple to each other to form a

relatively wideband antenna. However, when the difference between dimensions of these

two patches is very large, their resonances may not couple well to each other. For instance,

when patch 2 is much smaller than patch 1, it can not be excited effectively through patch

1,.due to its blockage. On the other hand, when patch 1 is much smaller than patch 2,then

while both patches are stongly excited, patch I cannot radiate through patch 2. In the pres-

ent structure, this problem is overcome. In order to excite this smaller patch 2 effectively
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at the higher operating frequency, a small slot is used at the center of patch 1. This slot will

allow patch 2 tobe effectively excited at the higher operating frequency.

Since an appropriately slotted patch itself can achieve dual frequency operation, it can be

used to achieve even more operating frequencies. For example one additional operating

frequency may be achieved if patch 1 is slotted at two sides as shown inFig.7.l4b, where

two top patches are excited separately by these two slots on patch 1 rather than a new cen-

tered slot. Therefore, there are many possibilities and combinations to form multi-frequen-

cy operation and adjust resonance performances of the antenna.

An example of a dual frequency operation is shown in Fig.7.15. The two operating fre-

quencies of the antenna are at2.27 GHz and 4.04 GHz. It is found that their separation can

be adjusted by changing the size of the slot on patch 1 inFig.7.lLa.
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Chapter I CONCLUSIONS

S.L Summary

This thesis presents the work on a space domain full wave analysis for open printed trans-

mission lines, a unified spectral domain full wave analysis for multilayer printed antennas,

and a set of bandwidth enhancement techniques for printed antennas. As applications of

the theoretical analysis techniques, the open single and coupled microstrip lines of finite

width dielecffics, and the aperture coupled microstrip antennas are studied.

As a theoretical basis for the entire thesis, the electromagnetic boundary value problem of

multilayer dielectrics is discussed in the form of vectorial auxiliary potential functions. It

shows that two potential function types are essentially the same and a general solution to

such problem can be obtained either in the space domain or in the spectral domain.

As an example of space domain solution, a full wave technique is developed for open

printed transmission lines. This technique is based on the method of lines.Its most attrac-

tive feature is that it can give full wave results for open printed transmission lines of finite

width dielectics. It is then applied to study single and coupled microstrip lines of finite

width dielectrics.

When the problem is solved in the specfral domain, the first step is to evaluate the spectral

domain Green's functions. Traditionally, this needs a very lengthy and complicated deriva-
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tion. Therefore, a network approach is developed to evaluate specffal domain Green's func-

tions of multilayer structure. It is a simple and systematic procedure and very suitable for

the development of a general computer pro$am for arbitrary layers of dielectrics. As an

example, analytical results for a single layer grounded dielectric with both electric and

magnetic currents are presented, which are exactly the same as those obtained by the field

matching process.

Then, aunified spectral domain full wave technique is developed forprinted antennas with

multilayer dielecfrics. Different types of feeding structures and radiating elements with ar-

bitrary shapes of geometries are considered in the technique. The expression for the far

field radiation patterns are also presented by a set of simple formulations, that do not re-

quire calculation of integrals.

This technique is then applied to study the aperture coupled microstrip antennas. Basic

characteristics of the antenna are evaluated that considers all the components of electric

and magnetic currents and fields. Parameter studies are presented with respect to different

coupling apertures and radiating elements of various geometries.

The narrow bandwidth has been one major drawback of printed antennas. Consequently,

several techniques are proposed to enhance their bandwidth performance. Subarrays of co-

planar or stacked parasitic elements can widen the bandwidth and increase directivity.

Slotted patches can achieve dual-frequency operation with only one patch and a single

feed. Finally, a class of techniques is presented to achieve the multi-frequency operation.

8.2 Future Research

V/ith ongoing development of the fabrication techniques, more and more printed transmis-

sion lines and antennas will be used in microwave and monolithic integrated circuits. Their
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design will also rely more and more on the theoretical analysis. Therefore, there is a need

for accurate modelling of these structures. A full wave analysis is undoubtedly needed.

However, how to generate the fullwave results quickly and atlow cost, to fulfil the require-

ment of a computer aided design, is still an area in need for large effort. On the other hand,

attention should also be paid to the treatment of other kinds of dielectric materials and ac-

tive components whichareusedmore andmorefrequentlyinthemicrowave andmonolith-

ic integrated circuits to achieve high performance. The effect of finite dielectrics on the an-

tenna performance should also be considered in an accurate full wave model.

So far, several techniques have been developed to enhance performances of printed anten-

nas. Good results are obtained for single elements or subarrays. The next step is the applica-

tion of these techniques to antenna arrays by using these wideband or multi-frequency op-

erating antennas as array elements. It is expected that enhanced bandwidth performance

will also be obtained for the arrays. However, mutual coupling between elements should

be considered in the array applications.
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Appendix A NET\ryORK THEORY

This appendix presents the necessary network theory for the evaluation of specfral domain

Green's functions in Chapter 4.

4.1 Basic Network Matrices

Itl +12

Y,* *r,

Fig.A.1. A two port network

rne [a] mafrices of the two port network in Fig.A.1 are defined asana [v]

ll: (4.1);llr:l
[;'

[ ;] 
:l;::;::llv:l

lrl
[']

t37

(4.2)



Relation between ttre [4,] matrix anA [V]

lr,: ?,:l:; [? î']

matrix is

where lnl is the determinant of the matrix [A] .

The matrix [n ] of the ladder connected network in Fig.A.2 is

[A].,:[r], [n] r... lol,

I1+
+
,:

[: ;] 
:|,,":i,i:î j sin(k"ø lr,1

cos(k"d) j

Fig.A.2. Ladder connection of two port networks

^.2 
Network matrices for a transmission line section

The network parameter for the transmission line section shown in Fig.A.3 is

In+l
----D

+
Vn+1

(4.3)

(A.4)
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where Y" is the characteristic admittance and k" is the wave number of the line.

11 fi>þ-d- +rz

,r*

Fig.A.3. A transmission line section

4.3 An equivalent fI network

The reciprocal network in Fig.A.l can be equivalent to a fI network as in Fig.A.4 with

Ye

ke

*r,

Yo: -Yl2: -rr, : *
n- 1

Yt : Yn +Yn:
B

A -IY. : Y.. +Y'," :
B

(A.6)

Itl i-lÃl [-v-]l + I2

+
,:,:

Fig.A.4. Equivalent fI network
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Appendix B FOURIER TRANSFORM EXPRESSIONS

OF BASIS FUNCTIONS

This appendix lists the Fourier Transform expressions of various basis functions used in

Chapter 5. The definition of Fourier transform is

e(k*,kr,z): [[**Oø,1,2) e-ik'r ,-ik,t ¿*¿,

8.1 One Dimensional Basis Functions

(8.1)

(8.3)

Expressions of Fourier transform of one dimensional basis functions are as follows

¡ 
,f * n@) : sinff(x + I/2) for þl < t/2

{ - rølt r , - -\ ,- -,'r 
@,)

t .,(0,) : ffi l"ot * exp(- ¡n,r) - exp(¡n¡)f

r flx)- 
sink"(/---lxl) 

ror hl<l
I srn /co¿

I Uo,', - ?ko -cosk,l-coskol
M- l4 sinkol

[*r:1/*, 
txt<wl2

In0,,:W
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, lxl <w/2

{^:"

coskrx fot -xocx<0

(B.s)

(8.6)

(8.7)

(fr, sin k"xo + jk*cos k¿o) expÇkp) - jk,

4-ta

flx):sinkux for -xo<x<O

bt_ x (frrcos k¿o- jk*sinkao)expÇk*x)-k,
J\Kil:

ß.2 TWo Dimensional Basis Functions

In the application of nodal based functions, Fourier ffansforms of several basis functions

in the triangular area as shown in Fig.B.l is needed, which can be evaluated by

F(k*,kr): I lrø,t> "*p(-¡n,*) "*p(-inrt) 
*0, (8.8)
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(xt,yr)

Fig.B.1. A triangle for two dimensional Fourier fransform

The Fourier transform expressions are as follows

Fo: 1

nrl<,,kr) : fexpl- 
j(tt.x¡ + k'v)l- expl- j$.x¡*z + kvv¡*ùl

i=r t<rltc*+ k t4i*z>]

(B.e)

(8.10)

Fr: x

nrçk*,ky): i kr)

. i(k.

j(k*kx-

d

dk*
-Fo(kx,,

[ -h +IL

l* [r *,
,+ krt¡1¡¡2¡)x¡] exp[-71k,x¡+ kry)] I
+ krt ¡ça2¡)x;*z] e*p[- 11 kfi ¡*z * kry ur)]l

[-lr,r,*r, + i(k, + krt¡çi+z¡)!¡] e*pl-;1r" ¡ + kyv)l I
. å l. lt4i*z> + i(k* + k t ¡ç¡¡2¡)yi*z] "*p[- ; (k,x¡+z * t rl uùf

'" .Li-t lrrlk,* t t,<,*z>f'

J:j>
i=1 t<rft<r+ k t,e*r>l'

Fz: !

n r{k*, kr) : t hu r 
(k*, ky, : - ru 

o'7' O)
uy
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